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SUl>IIIARY 

The Surat 1:250,000 Sheet area lies near the centre of the Surat 

Basin, a sub-basin of the Great Artesian Basin. 

Lower Cretaceous and ?Tertiary units crop out; subsurface study 

has revealed a section which ranges in age down int* the Permian. Basement 

in the west of the Sheet area consists of ?Devonian metasediments which have 

been intruded by Carboniferous granite in the northwest; in the east, 

?Carboniferoua volcanics are regarded as economic basement. Virtually 

undisturbed sediments of the Permo-Triassic Bowen Basin, and the Jurassic

Cretaceous Surat Basin are present in the subsurface. The Bowen Basin sequence 

is best developed in the meridional downwarp of the Mimosa Syncline in the 

east where at least 6500 feet of section is present ; the sequence thins to the 

west onto the Southern Roma Shelf. The Surat Basin sequence is a conformable 

succession of Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous sediments which reaches a 

maximum thickness of at least 10,000 feet in the Mimosa Syncline. It is 

present on the entire Sheet area, although in the west, the older units are 

truncated against the Southern Roms Shelf. 

Surface exposures of Lower Cretaceous sediments were deeply 

weathered during the late Cretaceous or early Tertiary. Thin Tertiary 

and ·Quaternary cover obscures much of the Cretaceous sequence. 

The entire area has been covered by seismic, aeromagnetic and 

gravity surveys. In spite of intensive drilling, particularly on the 

Southern Roma Shelf, significant finds of hydrocarbons have been made ~ 

only two areas. U.K.A. Major No.1 struck gas in the Wandoan Formation and, 

at the Alton field, oil is being produced, probably from the Boxvale 

Sandstone Member. The main artesian aqUifers in the area are within the 

Blythesdale _ Orallo - Gubberamunda interval of the Surat Basin sequence. 

Shallow subartesian water is recovered from the Rolling Downs Group and 

particularly from the basal Griman Creek Beds. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Surat 1 :250,000 Sheet was mapped by Thoma. (B.II.R.) and 

Reiser (C.S.Q.) during the first ten weeks of the 1967 field aeason, as 

part of the Surat Basin Party mapping (party leader N. Exon). J.e. 
Rivereau (I.F.P.) prepared preliminary photo-geological maps of the area. 

Marine fossil collect,ions were examined by R.W. I>q (A.N.U. ·" D. "Burger 

investigated the palynology of samples from bore cores. 

Two Cretaceous units, the Careens Member of the Wsllumb111a 

Formation and the Griman Creek Beds, crop out; they are separated by an 

unnamed mudstone Klz which is not exposed at the surface I an extensive 

deep weathering-profile is developed on the outcropping, unite. Tertiary 

and Qpaternary alluvia occupy the river valleys. 

The plains cOWltry once supported extensive brigalow and· 

belah scrub, but this has, been cleared in recent years and crops or 

improved pastures have been sown. In these areas, sheep raising is 

giving way to combined wheat and sheep £arming, with some cattle fattening 

on larger holdings. The poorer country in the south-west is used solely 

for sheep raising. 

Access throughout the area is good. There are thre tmmships, 

Meandarra, Glenmorgan, and Suratj the first two are linked by both rail 

(part of the Dalby-Glenmorgan Branch Railway) and sealed road. Surat is 

linked by formed roads with Glenmorgan, Roma, and Saint George. The 

Moonie Highway in the south gives ready access to Dalby. Heavy rain renders 

most unformed roads impassable. Water supplies are obtained from aquifers, 

generally at a depth greater than 2000 1 , in the eas-tern half ' of the Sheet 

area. Earth tanks are the principal mode of storage" of water in most areas, 

since stream flow in intermittent. 

Details of the four shallow scout holes drilled in 1967 are shown 

in Appendix 1. Coree and cuttings are stored at the Bureau of ' 'Mineral 

Resources, Core and Cuttings Laboratory', Fyshwick, A.C.T. Speoi,mens 

collected in the field, and retained for detailed examination are given 

numbers prefixed "SB". Thin section examination of the various rock types 

was carried out by O.A. Eavinton (G.S.Q.). Rock descriptions uee the 
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Wentworth Scale of grain size, and Crook's (1960) description of arenites 

(see also, Exon at al. t 1967). Bedding nomenclature follows McKee and 

Weir (1943). 

PHYSIOGRAPHY. (Figure 1) 

High countr.y on the Sheet area is capped by duricruat, which has 

been extensively dissected, so that a formerly almost featureless plain 

has been reduced to discontinuous areas of r elatively rugged topography. 

Maximum relief in the area is only 200 feet, but ridges and plateaux of 

duricrust remnants are often bounded by scarps and steep slopss up to 

100 feet high. The duricrust overlies the mottled zone of a deep 

weathering-profile developed on the Careens Member in· the northwest and 

on the Griman Creek Beds south and east of the Balonne River • 

A northeas t trending belt of dur1crust residuals developed on 

Griman Creek Beds dominates the central part of the area. It consists 

of the Thomby Range in the southwest, and an extensive plateau-like tr.8ct 

in the northeast, the surface of which slopes gently inward from bounding 

scarps on the northwest, we9t, and south. The Thomby Range, and the 

southern bounding scarp of the northern plateau are the main watersheds, 

separating the tributaries of the Balonne River in the north and west, 

and those of the Moonie River in the southeast • 

Erosion of the deeply weathered Cretaceous sediments has exposed 

unaltered Coreena and Griman Creek sediments, which have subsequently 

weathered to form grey and brown aOils of heavy texture (Isbell, 1951). 

A rolling topography has developed, although relief is greater than is 

typical for the normal rolling downs of Western Q,ueenslan4, because of the 

presence of resistant calcareous beds. 

An unnamed mudstone unit (Klz ) separates the Coreens Member from 

the Griman Creek Beds; the unit does not crop out, but extrapolation of the 

subsurface northeast trend established from oil well logs (shallow dip to 

t he southeast) shows that the mudstone underlies the Tertiary and Quaternary 
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alluvia of 'the Balonne River Valley. It is thought that the presence of 

the soft mudstone bet~een the two deeply weathered sandstones localized 

the path of the Balonne River roughly along the regional strike in the 

northwest. 

Alluvia fill the river valleys. Those mapped as Tertiary are 

partly consolidated and remain as rounded ridges and hills above the level 

of the present alluvial plain. 

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

Geological 

The eastern and northern parts of the Sheet area were first 

mapped by Jack & Maitland (1894) as part of a geological reconnaissance 

of inland Queensland. They mapped two formations, the Lower Cretaceous 

"Rolling Downs Beds" and the Upper Cretaceous Desert Sandstone. The 

IIRolling Downs Beds" . in this area correspond to the Careens Member and 

the lower part of the Griman Creek Beds, while the description of their 

Desert Sandstone - " a low escarpment of horizontally bedded sandstone tl
, 

the base of which "weathers to form caverns and rock shelters" - and the 

areal extent shown, suggest that they were referring to the deep weather

ing _ profile of the Griman Creek Beds. 

The deep weathering-profile was described by Ball (1926, 1927a) 

as IIporcellanized and laterized sandstone and shales" and correlated 

tentatively with the "Cretaceo-Tertiary of T~rtiary Wintons ll
; later Ball 

(1927b), recorded a thick::iless of 100 feet of "Cretaceo-Tertiaryll in the 

Borah Trust Bore, underlain by a thickness of 1100 feet of marine 

Cretaceous, and 400 feet of Transition Beds. 

Laing & Allen (1955) in an unpublished report divided the pre

Quaternary sediments of the Sheet area into the Glenmorgan Formation 

(Lower Tertiary) and the Surat Formation (Lower Cretaceous). They reported 

faunas from two localities near Surat (within their Surat Formation, now 

included in the Griman Creek Beds), one of which contained the Aptian (Roma) 

belemnite Peratobelus, and the other 1 the Albian (Tambo) belemnite Dimitobelus; 
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these two genera had previously been found together in the basal "Tambo" 

(equivalent to the Careens Member of the Wallumbilla Formation of current 

usage) with which, accordingly, the Surat Formation was correlated. In 

this report the Surat Formation 1s equated with the lower part of the 

Griman Creek Beds f the Glenmorgan Formation with the deep \veathering

profile. 

The first formal~y proposed, published nomenclature relevant 

to the area was put forward by Isbell (1957). He named the Tertiary 

alluvia to the south of the Moonie River the Moonie Formation. Further

more , he was the first to suggest the possibility that the "ll3.teritic 

residuals ll might represent the upper, deeply weathered section of the marine 

Cretaceous sediments. He concluded that this was probably not the caBe 

since there was only one reported occurrenqe of lateritized Cretaceous 

rocks in far western Queensland. 

The Cretaceous sediments and their deep weathering-profil.es were 

given separate, . formally published names by Jenkins (1959): the former, 

the Oriman Creek Group, and the latter, the Telgazli Formation. For his 

Griman Creek Group he quoted the occurrence of Peratobelus, one of the 

two diagnostic ammonites (of Laing & Allen, 1955), and therefore deduced 

an Aptian age for his "Group". The Telgazli Formation was reported to 

rest with IInon-aJ18Ular unconformi ty" on Aptian and probably pre-Albian 

strata, and to be overlain by gll~ied cl83S. He suggested synonomy with 

the unpublished Glenmorgan Formation. 

MaCk (1963) makes passing reference to inliers of the Roma 

Formation near Surat and Coomrith. 

The soils of the eastern part of the Sheet area have been 

described in two papers by Iebell (1957, 1962). The former deals in 

detail with all the soil types. in this region, and their relation to 

the geology, while the l atter treats only the soils Of. the brigalow_dominated 

areas. 
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TABLE 1 

GEOPHYSI CAL SURVEYS 

Reference Area Survey 

Lodwick and Watson, ~ 959 Su:r: a:i; Bas j .n Seismic {Traverse 
Sections)only 

Smit h and Lodwick, 1960 Su.r:at. Basin " " 
U. O. D., 1960 (a) Surat···BQwsIl. Basi:r. Aeromagnetic 

U. D. D. , 1960 (b) Glenm0:cgan Seismic 

U. D. D., 1960 (0) Sout:t. DuJ,ac0a-Meand.a.:r:r'a Seismic 

Gibb , 1961 Sura+': Basln Gravity 

Kahanaff , 1962 Moree- Miles Aeromagnetic 

Uni ted Geophysical Corp. ,1963 fllidd:!.8 C'r.'eek Seismic 

Aero Service Li.mited ~ 1963 Surat·~Bowen Basin Aeromagnetic 

United Geophysical Corp . ~1964a Flint0n 

Uni ted Geophysical Corp . ~. 1964b Moouie River 

United Geophysi,cal Corp . ~ ~ 96; Surat Shelf 

Lonsdale, 1965 SOll.the:rn Quee-nsland 

B.M.R., 1967 Su.rat ~ _ :~50 ,OOO Sheet 

United Geophysical Corp . ,1967 Maranoa 

Langron and van Son, 1967 

Seismic 

Seismic 

Seismic 

Gravity 

Gravity (Map) 

Seismic 

Gravity 
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TABLE 2. EXPLORATORY OIL WELLS -
.----------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WELL 
YEAR COMMONWEALTH 

COMPLETED SUBSIDY 
TOTAL 
DEPTH 

HYDROCARBONS INTERVAL STATUS 
---------------------------_.---------.. _--------------------------------------------------------------------- .-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A.O.G. No.2 (Mirr! Mlrrl) 
U.K.A. B!dgel No.1 
U.K.A. Coomrlth No.1 
U.K.A. Flinton No.1 
U.K.A. Lynrock No. 1 
U.K.A. St George No. 1 
U.K.A. Werlbone No. 1 
U.K.A. Wunger No. 1 
U.K.A. Alton No.1 

U.K.A. Alton No.2 

U.K.A. Alton No.3 

U.K.A. Alton No.4 

U.K.A. Alton No.5 

U.K.A. Alton No.6 

U.K.A. 80ggo Ok. No. 1 

U.K.A. Colgoon No.1 
U.K.A. Moombah No. 1 
U.K.A. Mya11 Creek No.1 

U.K.A. Alton East No.1 
U.K.A. Alton West No. 1 
U.K.A. Altonva1e. No.1 
U.K.A. Alton No. 7 

U,K.A. Salonne No.1 
U.K.A. Dalketth No.1 
U.K.A. Donga No. 1 
U.K.A. Elgin No.1 
U.K.A. Glenearn No.1 
U.K.A. Goulamaln No.1 
U.K.A. Katoota No. 1 
U. K.A. Kooroon No. 1 
U. K.A. Ko.roon/(o. 2 
U.K.A. Major No. 1 

U.K.A. Major No.2 
U.K.A. Maranoa No.1 
U.K.A. Mou11it No.1 
U.K.A. Thomby No. 1 
U.K.A. Tralee No.1 
U.K.A. Wanganui No.1 
U.K.A. Warroo No.1 
U.K.A. Yoorooga No.1 
U.K.A. Kincora No. 1 
U.K.A. Kinkabil1a No.1 

1959 
1963 
1963 
1963 
1963 
1963 
1963 
1963 
1964 

1964 

1964 

1964 

1964 

1964 

1964-

1964 
1964 
1964 

1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 

1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 

1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1966 
1966 

No 4645 
Yes 6525 
Yes 8426 
Yes 9123 
Yes 6869 
Yes 4695 
Yes 7995 
Yes 6339 
Yes 7328 

No 6139 

No 7200 

No 7292 

No 6925 

No 6805 

Yes 6257 

Yes 4873 
Yes 5835 
Yes 7159 

No 7596 
No 6882 
No 5931 
No 6817 

No 5004 
No 6678 
No 5236 
No 5445 
No 5954 
No 6014 
No 5072 
No 7602 
No 7238 
No 5576 

No 5585 
Yes 4739 
No 5638 
No 6271 
No 6159 
No 5631 
No 5251 
No 6475 
No 4896 
No 11752 

Show of gas: 4-570 feet 

Gas 150 Mcf/day: 7066-7089 feet 
011 10 8PD: 6283-6301 feet 
Oil 1150 BPD ) 6060 -
Gas 440 Mcf/day ) 6120 feet 
Gas 25 Mcf/day. tr. 011:6820-6853 
Gas 20 Mcf/day:6834-6854 fractured 
Oi 1 2000 BPD )6094-6102 feet 
Gas 943 Mcf/day ) 
(Production test-perforated) 
Oil 1010 BPD 6027-6105 feet 
(Production test) 
Oi 1 2000 BPD ) 6070 -6089 feet 
Gas 700 Mcf/day ) 
(Production test) 
Oi 1 850 BPD ) 
Gas 388 Mcf/day ) 6111-6094 feet 
(Production test) 
Oi 1 1000 BPD : 6165-6181 feet 
(Production test) 
Shows: 5751-5755 feet 

5870-5873 feet 
Gas 100 Mcf/day: 4699-4715 feet 

Gas 20 Mcf/day: 6218-6240 feet 
011 scum: 6968-6989 feet 
Shows: 7070-7546 

Gas SO-100 Mftlcf/day: 6087.6102 
Oil: 6087-6102, 6206-6221 
Trace of gas: 4933, 4950 

Show :5172 -5236 
Trace: 5317. 5292 
Trace: 5923-5954 
Trace: 5982 

Trace: 6528, 6722 

Gas 1.8 MMcf/day ) 
Condensate 60 BPD (est.) ) 5530-5577 ft. 

Show of gas: 5992-6012, 6218-6271 

Trace: 5455, 5522 

Gas 0.01 MMcf/day ) 9587-9612 f t 
011 100 feet) ee 
Gas 0.05 MMcf/day : 9651-9741 feet 

IVandoan Fm. 
IVendoan Fm. 
?Boxvale Sandstone 

IVandoan Fm. 
Wandoan Fm. 

?Boxva1e Sandstone 
Wandoan Fro. 
Precipice Sst. 

Water bore. 
Abandoned 
Abandoned 
Converted to Water IVell 
Abandoned 
Abandoned 
Abandoned 
Abandoned 
Camp leted as oi 1 

producer 

Completed as oil well. 

Completed as oil well. 

Completed as oil 
producer 

Comp 1 eted as 011 
producer 

Completed as oil 
producer 

Plugged and 
abandoned 

Plugged and abandoned. 
Plugged and abandoned. 

Rewan Fro. Pl ugged and 
Bl ackwatBr Gp. abandoned. 
B1 ackwater Gp-Back Ck Gp. P1 ugged and abandoned 

Converted to .ater well. 
Plugged and abandoned 
Completed as potential 
oil well 

Hutton Sst. Plugged and abandoned. 
Plugged and abandoned. 

?Wandoan Fro. Pl ugged and abandoned. 
?Preclpice Sst.-Wandoan Fm. Plugged and abandoned. 
IVandoan Fm. Pl ugged and abandoned. 
Wandoan Fm. Plugged and abandoned. 

Plugged and abandoned. 
IVandoan Fm. Plugged and abandoned. 

Plugged and abandoned. 
IVandoan Fm Comp 1 eted as gas well 

Wandoan Fm. 

Wandoan Fm. 

Rewan Fm. 

Converted to water well 
Converted to water well 
Plugged and abandoned 
Plugged and abandoned 
Plugged and abandoned 
Plugged and abandoned 
Plugged and abandoned 
Plugged and abandoned 
Plugged and abandoned 

Plugged and abandoned 



TABLE 3A STRATIGRAPHY -
AGE UN IT SYMBOL LI THO LOGY THICKNESS ENVIRONMENT NOTES 

-----------------------------r-----------------------------------~:--------~~~:~~::--------------------------;:~~~~~~~:~--------------------------------------------

Quaternary -------------------------..-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Qs Unconsolidated sand, soil. Superficial 

Undifferentiated Czw Deep weathering-profile 100.150 
-------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------= ~ ?Tertiary T Quartzose sandstone.cong1omerate. 0·50 

some clayey ferruginous sandstone 
Fluviati 1e 

2: 

« 
u 

? U NCO N FOR MIT Y 

------------------------t----,;;;:;~;;-;;~--------------~;;------ :~~;:~j;~~~;;;~;;;;;::--::-::-;;::----------:::~:::-:::::~::-------------------

Lower Cretaceous 

r---------------------------------------------------- . --------------------------------------------------------------------
I K1 z Carbonaceous mudstone, ca 1 careous 
I glauconitic siltstone, minor 200.600 Marine 

f-~:;;:;:-i,:;:;-------------------~;;-------~:;::;::;;:;::::";;;~;~;:;:;;:---------------------------------------------------------
i ~I labile calcareous glauconitic 
i ~ very fine to fine sandstone. 200-600 Marine 
I ~ carbonaceous glauconitic mud· , = 
I LL. stone. Shelly Fossils. 
r ~ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ ~ Doncaster Member K1d Carbonaceous,glauconitic mud. 200·900 
I :3 stone, minor siltstone and Marine 
f-' : ~ sandstone. 

-~--------~---.. ------- ---_ ....... _.-----
f~ . --
i l
i « 
f~ , = 
ILL.. 

-' 
C3 Mooga Sandstone Member 
en ...., 
:J:: 
I
>
-' = 

K1b 

K1m 

Fine to medium,part1y glaucon
Itic sandstone;si1tstone,mud
stone. 

Quartzose porous friable sand
stone.minor siltstone and 
mudstone. 

.--------,.....------~.--~-------------

300.900 Lacustrine- Marine 

300.1000 Fluviatile 

Artesi an 
Aqui fer 

Artesian 
Aquifer 

- ---------------------....... ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Middle 

to 

Upper 

Jurass i c 

I 
I 

i 

Ora11o Formation Juo Medium to coarse sandstone,minor 
pebbly beds, white clay matrix, 
minor siltstone and mudstone. 

80-900 F1uviati1e,de1taic, 
1acustrine,pa1uda1. 

Artesian 
Aquifer 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------

; Gubberamunda , Jug 
I Sandstone , 

Coarse quartzose friable porous 
sandstone, some pebbly. 

300-1000 Fluviatile Artesian 
Aquifer 

... ------------------ -------------------------------------------- - --------~----

;0..\ Ji Lithic to 1ithlc-sub1ablle 400-900 Deltaic, 
:~ I friable clayey sandstone, Lacustrine, 
;~ siltstone, minor mudstone. Fluviatile. 
,:><:: 

,tj ._--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

i~ siltstone and lithic sandstone. ,= 
!5jBlrkhead Formation Jmb Carbonaceous mudstone,coa1.minor 300·900 Lacustrine 

__________________________ .l~ ___________________________________________ ~~~~_:~:~~:~~ _______________________________________________________ -----______________ _ 

Lower 

Jurassic 

I 

Hutton Sandstone J1 h Quartzose friable porous sand· 
stone, minor siltstone and 
mudstone. 

100-700 FluvIatile-brackish Trace of gas 

-----------------------------------------------------------------?B~;v~fe-S~nd

Carbonaceous mudstone and 

Precipice Sandstone J1 p. 

si1tstone,minor sandstone and 
coal. Plant remains. 

Quartzose fine to medium 
sandstone. some porous. clay 
matrix,minor siltstone and 
mudstone. 

U NCO N FOR MIT Y 

0·700 

0-400 

Lacustrine 
stone Member-
011 hori zon 
(Alton field) 

Hydrocarbon 
Fluviatile, lacustrine shows 

---.--~----~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



.' 

AGE 

Tri ass ic 

Peril Ian 

-1_ 

TABLE J. 

UNIT SYL\BOL 

Wandoan Formation 

STRAT IGRAPHY 

------------------------------------
lITHOLOGY 

Quartzose to lithi c tight. 
sandstone, white tuffaceous 
lIatrlx, sllts tone, mudstone. 

TH ICKNESS 

0.1500 

ERV I RONMERT HOTES 

Hydrocarbon 
Flu vlatlle,bracklsh shows, Gas 

wel1(U.K.A. 
tla jor No.1} 

r------ ---------------- ---------------------------------------------
o I S COR FOR MIT Y 

r-------- .-------------------------------------------------------- -------
Rnan FONiatlon Rlr Carbonaceous muds tone , green 

l ithic sandstone,fuff ; IIl nor 0-2 500 Hon-ma rlne Hydrocarbon 
conglo.erat.e arid -silts tone. (Red beds) shows. 

------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------
_._-----

Bla ckwater Group 

1~NCON FOR . ITY 

p" . ~rbDnaceous shale, tuff, coal, 
. Inor slltstone,sandstone, 
conglollerate. 

0-1000 

-----------------------------------------------------------
Black Creek Group Pyritic sha le, t uff, tuffaceous 

sands tone and s iltstone. 
Shelly Fossils. 

0-1500 

Paludal Hydroc arbon 
shows 

.~-------~---

alarine Hydrocarbon 
shows 

1---------------------- - --- ---- --------------------------------------------
U NCO R FOR • I T Y 

------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pre

Pe,..lan 

Kuttung FONiatlon 

Tilbury Hills Formation 

Granite 

Vo I can Ie basellien t 

Metalorphl c basellent 

Grani te basegent 

'---------------.--------------+----------------------------------------_.--------",-._--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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GeoPhYsical 

The entire Surat 1:250,000 Sheet ~ea has been covered by gravity, 

ref lection seismic and aeromagnetic surveys. A summary of B.M.R. and 

subsidized comp~ work in the area" is included 8S Table "1. 

The first gravity survey in the. area was that of Gibb (1961) 

who used seismic traverse linee. Further work was done by Langron and 

van SOn (1967), and Lonsdale (1965). The Bureau haa produced a Bouguer 

Anomaly ~p of the Surat Sheet area (see Fig. 2). The Mimosa Syncline is 

clearly defined in the east of the area by a large, north-trending 

positive anomaly. This positive anomaly in an area where the sedimentary 

section thickens may be explained by a great thickness of dense voloanics 

(Kuttung Formation) at depth in the syncline. Several positive and negative 

anomalies occur on the southern Roma Shelf. The negative anomaly on the 

northern margin of the ares probably r eflects the shallow granite basement 

(apparently less dense than Timbur,y Hills Formation) penetrated by U.K.A. 

Col goon No . 1 and numerous other wells to the immediate north on Roma 

Sheet area. The. 25 milligal positive anomaly southeast of Surat probably 

indicates a somewhat thicker section in this area than elsewhere on the 

eurroWlding shelf area. This is supported by ,evidence from neighbouring 

oil wells, where considerable thioknesses of Permian strata were penetrated. 

The causes of other anomalies on the shelf 'are not evident, and most likely 

are due to density variation within the basement • 

Airborne magnetometer surveys were made of the ' area between 1959 

and 1962 and are described by U.O.D. (1960a), Kahanoff (1962) and Aero 

Service Limited (1963). The basement contour maps o~ ~off and Ae~o 

Service 'Limited, although based on the same data, differ 

interpretation. These are iJl;luded as Figures 3 and 4. . . 

considerably in 

In the 1963 

interpretation, major block faults are hypothesized. In particular, the 

Mimosa Syncline is shown as bounded by a series of north trending faults 

with displacements of up to 5,000 feet. A second set of faults trending 

east to south-east combines to form a complex horet and graben patte~n. · 

The southern extension of the Roma granites (Houston, 1964) is well defined 

in the area north of Surat, and a faulted margin is suggas,ted in both 

inter pretations . Subsequent seismic work has failed to record the block 

faulting pattern interpreted by Aero Service Limited. Unfortunately the 
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"Kianga" horizon (Blackwater Gr.J .... p) was "the deepest reflector contoured on 

the eastern half of the Surst Sheei ~ and very little f aulting was detected 

at this level . The faulting may bE" confined to the pre-Permian basement , 

but displaoements of se~eral thousand feet would probably be reflected in 

the overlying section. 

Since the evidence for these basement faults is inconclusive , 

the aeromagnetic basemen,t shown on the cross-secti.on of the Sur at 

1 :250.000 Sheet is taken from the simpler interpretaUon of Kahanafr (1962) . 

The Bureau was responsible for the fi.rst seismic work in the area. 

Several traverses were made across the Surst Basin, including part of t he 

Surat Sheet area (Lod~ick and Watson, 1959; Smith and Lodwick, 1960) . 

Between 1960 and 1965 5e~eral surveys were caTried out for Union Oil 

Devel opment Corporation in various areas covered by the Surat Sheet (see 

Tabl e 1 ) . A comprehensive report by U. O.D. (1965) includes all earlier 

seismic data and covers the entire area. Figures 5 and 6 are simplified 

results of this survey . The only re .}ent subsidized seismic work in the area 

was the Maranoa Survey (United Geophysical Corporation, 1967). 

The main seismic r€'<fleoiors in the Surat Sheet area are t he IIGt! 

Horizon (? Top Evergreen Formati'J_n)~ basement y and the IIKianga" Horizon 

(Blackwater Group) where it is present . The Mimosa Syncline is clearly 

defined by seismic work as a north--trending t rough occupying the eastern 

half of the Sheet area and. containing up tG 1.5,000 feet of post-Permian 

sediment. The westem half of the area i.s an easte.rJ.y sloping shelf area 

with local faulted. basement :b..ighs. The pinchout of the "Kinagall horizon 

in Figure 6, corresponds very closely with the weste:rn limi. t of Blackwater 

Group sediments in oil weils .in the area (SEe Fig . 7) . 

Explor atoEY Drilling 

In 1959 the first oil exploration well was sunk. by Auetralian 

Oil and Gas Corporation Ltdo j when Mirr:i Mirri bore (loW.S. Registered 

No . 13683) was deepened from 3000 feet.; to 464.5 feet as A.O.G . No . 2 . 

Australian Oil and Gas Corporation Lim.Ued., in conjunction with Kern County 

Land Company and Union Oil Development Corporati.on have since drilled 

a further 41 exploratory wells in the Suxat Sheet area, of which 13 have 

been subsidized by the CommonWE>-al th Gove:r.nment. The Surat Sheet area lies 

entirely within Autho!'ity-to_Prosp~ct 5"!P . 
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Almost all of the drilling activity took place between 1963 and 

1965, with the maximum of 22 wells ~lled in 1965. The only producers . " 

in the area are the seven wells of the Alton field, which lies on the 

southern margin of the Sheet area. U.K.!. Major No.1 was completed as a 

gas well. A.O.G. No.2, and four of U.K.A.'s exploratory wella have been 

converted to water boree. 

Details of all exploratory wella are included in Tabla 2, and 

are extracted from Publication 299 of the Geological Survey of ~eenBland 

(1960) with supplements for the years 1963 and 1964. Information on drilling 

in 1965 and 1966 is found in the Reports of the Undersecretary of Mines for 

those years. 

SUllSURF ACE UNITS 

Basement 

The term "basement" 8S employed in the Surat Basin embraces 

Lower Permian and older rooks which are unconformably overlain by sediments 

with petrole~producing potential. Three distinct types of basement can 

be r ecognized in the subsidized wells on the Surat 1:250,000 Sheet area: 

1. Timbury Hilla Formation 

This unit generally consists of steeply dipping 

sandstone , siltstone or shale, or their metamorphosed 

equivalents; it was first defined by Derri~on (1961) in 

A.A.O. Timbury Hills No.2 (Roms 1: 250 ,000 Sheet ) where it is 

dOminantly silty, with thin sandstone and shale interbeds, and 

dips at 60_80°. Plant fossils in A.F~O. Purbrook No.1 and 

A.A.O. Pickanjinnie No. 2 indicate an Upper Devonian age for 

at least part of the unit. Moat oil well!" in the Surat Sheet 

area bottomed on this formation. 



2. Gran~.~ 

Colgoon No. ~ on t.he Surat Sheet area, as well as 

Brucedale No. 1 and s~rounding wells on t he ROffia Sheet 

area, struck granit:e basement, probably parts of the same 

intrusion. This granite body is the most sout herly of three 

basement intrusions defined in the Roma area (Houston 1964). 

In A.R.O. NO a 1 (Huntexton) the granite is overlain by 

contact metamorphosed Timbury Hills sediments , and Houston 

con cludes that the granite is intrusive into the Timbury 

Hills Forma.tioD.. S'tratigr.aphic considerations suggest a pre

Permian age ; X/At' age determinations indicate that the granites 

are Carboniferous. The intrusives are granite or adamellite, 

and except for the adamell ite in A.A. a. Brucedale No. 1,all 

are micaceous. 

3. Volcanics (Kuttung Formati?n) 

In the east of the Sorat Sheet area, in the Mimosa 

Syncline, "basement II is a. dominantly volcanic sequence 

underlying the marine Back Creek Group. The volcanics have 

been penetrated by U.K. A. Flinton No. '1, U.K.A . Kinkabilla No . 

1y and possj.bly U.K. A. Alton No . 1 . Union Oil Development 

Corporation generaU.y use the name Kuttung Formation for this 

unit and t heir usage is followed for convenience only. The 

Kuttung Formatlon crops out. in the Warialda-Narrabri di s trict 

of New South Wales . It consists mainly of coarse- grained 

tuffaceous sandstone $ microb:reccias, volcanic conglomer a tes, 

breccias, tuffs and flows. Fossil s of early Carboni ferous to 

late Carboniferous or Permian age have been found in this 

formation (Mack~ 1963) . 

In Cabawin No.1 (on west~rn Dalby Sheet), a unit apparently 

similar to the Kuttung Formati on is ·called C.racow Formation in the Union 

Oil Development Corporation wE.ll c.omplet.ion report. Mack ( 1963) considers 

the Cracow Formation to ·be equivalent to the upper part of the Kuttung 

Formation. 

• 
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Denmead (1931) regarded his IICracow Series!! as a Triassic 

sequence unconformably overlying the "Lower Bowen Volcan1call • 

Derrington , Glover and Morgan (1959) formalized the "Lower Bowen Volcanica" 

as the Camboon Andesite. Jensen, Gregory and Forbes (1964) could find no 

real lithological distinction between areas of Denmead' s ItCracow Series II 

and the Camboon Andesite (which is regarded as Lower Permian in age). 

They adopted the latter name in their report. 

A basement of andesitic volcanics occurs over a large area south 

of Wal lumbilla and also north .. west of Roma (Roma Sheet area). This 

formation, the Combarngo Volcanics, is named from the interval 5628 f eet to 

5985 feet in A.A.O. Combarngo No.1 well. (Exon et al., 1967). 

It appears that the names Kuttung Formation, Cracow Formation 

and Camboon Andesite are used interchangeably in the subsurface of the 

Surat Basin. The Combarngo Volcanios ma.Y also be ~ equivalent of the 

same unit. "Kuttung Formationll is adopted in this Record to refer to the 

volcanic basement in the Mimosa Syncline on the Surat Sheet area. 

Back Creek Group 

Schneeberger (1951) proposed "Back Creek series" for approximately 

5700 feet of tuffaceous, partly fossiliferous clastics with basal limestone 

beds exposed in Back Creek. A Permian age was assigned on macrofossil 

evidence. 

Derrington et al., (1959) formally defined the Back Creek Group, 

which was later downgraded by Mack (1963) to a formation. J,ensen, Gregory 

& Forbes (1964) and Was. (1965) employed the older term Back Creek Group, 

but pointed out that, as defined in the Cracow area, the group included 

a dis conformity of regional significance. The sequence covered by this 

term is equivalent to the whole of the Middle Bowen Beds of the Bowen 

Basin. "Back Creek Groupll is now used. by the Bureau of Mineral Resources 

instead of the older informal term "Middle Bowen Beds". 
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Union Oil Devel opment Corporation follows Mack (1963) in subsurface 

correlation and wel l completion reports. The Company has not been able to 

subdivide its Back Creek Formation in the subsurface of the Surat Basin. 

Mack (1963) suggest. that the Back Creek Formation (10,358 to 11,662 feet) 

in U.K.A. Cabawin No .1 represents only the top of the uni t as Been in 

the type area near Cracow. 

In thi s record the unit is termed Back Creek Group, although no 

subdivision is possible in the subsurface of the Surat Sheet area. The 

Back Creek Gr oup was recognized only in the more easterly wells i n the 

Sheet area. The uni t is restr.icted to the Mimosa Syncline , pinching out 

westwards against the Southern Roma High and continuing eastwards in the 

subsurface on to Dalby Sheet. 

U.K.A. Kinkabi l la No.1 passed through the thickest sect ion of 

Back Creek Group known in the subsurface of Surat Sheet area (1 154 feet) 

before bottoming in Kuttung Formation . This well lies eight miles west of 

the axis of the Mimosa Syncline where an even greater thickness would be 

expected . U.K.A . Cabawi n No.1 (Dalby Sheet. area) , sited on the eas t er n 

limb of the syncline p recorded 1310 feet of the unit . 

The Back Creek Group, i n the subsurface of this area, is composed 

of sandstone , mudstone and tuff". I t is characterized by shelly fossils 

indicating a marine environment. The unit unconformably overlies the Kutt"ung 

For mation, or the older Timbury Hills Formation (see Plates 1 and 2). I t is 

conformably overlain by the Upper Permian Blackwater Group. 

Blackwater Group 

The Blackwater Group (Malone, Olgers and Kirkegaard, in press) 

is a coaly, nonmarine sequence which crops out in the Bowen Basin. The 

unit was previously known as the Upper Bowen Coal Measures. In the Spri ng

sure area, Hill (1957) r eferred to it as the upper Bandanna Formation . 

The Ki anga. Formati on (Mack 1963) appears to be synonymous with 

the Blackwater Gr oup and is the ter m used by Union Oil Development 

Corporation i n tpeir subsurface reports in the Surat Basin . 

• 
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The characteristic Glossopteris flora indicates an Upper Permian 

to Lower Triassic age. The group Ill83 be entirely Upper Permian 8S the only 

spores found are of Evans' (1964) division P4. 

The Wlit 1s about 1150 feet thick in the type area "in and near 

the Parish of Blackwater" (Duarinsa Sheet). It oonsists of sandstone, 

siltstone, mudstone and coal. Plant f08sila, carbonaceous material and 

fossil wood are common. 

In the subsurface of the Surat Sheet area the BlaCkwater Group 

consiata mainly of carbonaceous mudstone, tuff and Qoal, with minor 

siltstone, sandstone, and conglomerate. The unit '1s restricted to the 

Mimosa Syncline, but onlaps much further to t~8 west than the underlying 

Back Creek Group or Xuttung Formation (sse Plates 1 and 2; Fig. 7). 

In this area the BlaCkwater Group conformably overlies the 
• 

Back Creek Group, or unconformably overlies basement (Timbur,y Hills 

Formation ). 

Rewan Formation 

The Triassio Rewan Formation (rsbell, 19551 Hill, 1951) is 

named after Rewan Homestead on Springeure Sheet area, where it reaches a 

maximum thickness of about 2,000 feet. The Cabawin Formation (Mack. 1963) 

has its type section in U.K.A. Cabawin No.1 (Dalby Sheet area) and is 

regarded as SynOI\)'lllOIlS with the Rewan Formation (Bastian and Arman, 1965) • 

• The bulk 11 thology of the unit in the 8ubslU"face of the Surat 

area doee not differ greatly from that of the type section. It is 

dOminantly a I!red-bedl! sequence of mudstones, green lithio sandstones; 

and tuffs, with minor oonglomerate an,d siltstone. The environment of 

deposition is oonsidered to be non-~ne and strongly oxidizing. (Malone, 

Olgars and Kirkegaard, in press; Mollan. Exon & Kirkegaard, 1964). 

The unit contains probable Triassio plant remains and Lower 

Triassio spores (Evans, 1964). The Rewan Formations unoonformably overlies 

the Permian Blackwater Group (TiBBot, 1963). 
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In the Surat Sheet area the unit is restri cted to the Mimosa 

Syncli ne . However, it laps on to the Southern Roma Shelf to a small er 

extent than the lUlderlying Blackwater Group, or the overlying Handoan 

Formation . This is evident in 01.1 wells a l ong the margin of th~ Mimosa 

Syncline , where the Wandoan Formation lies dire~tly on the Rewan Formation 

(U .K. A. Lynrock . No . 1 and U.LA. Alton No .1 ) . 

V/andoan Formation 

The type section of this unit (U.K .A., 1964) is defined as the 

interval 3, 530 to 4,817 . in U.K. A . . Wandoan No. 1 on Roma Sheet area. It 

consists of 1287 feet of tuffaceous quartzose 8an~stone, carbonaceous 

shale and sil tstone dis conformably overlying the Rew~ Formation (Cabawin 

Formati on of Union Oil Development Corpor~tion) . 

In the subsurface of the Surat Sheet area the Wandoan Formation 

is a quartzose to lithic 9 tight sandstone , with white tuffaceous matrix. 

Siltstone and mudstone are common, particularl y towards the top or" the 

sequence . 

Bastian and Arman (1965) compared the \Vandoan Formation type 

section with outcrop and shallow scout hole samples of Clematis Sandstone 

and Mool ayember Formation . They concluded that the Wandoan Formation \'las 

equivalent to Clematis Sandstone (Jensen, 1926) plus Moola.vember Formation 

(Reeves, 194'7) . and' that both"of these outcropping units could be recognized 

in U.K .A. Vlandoan No.1 . 

In the subsurface of the Surat Sheet area , the Wandoan Formation 

cannot be consistently divided into an upper , muddy sequence (Moolayembe~ 

Formation) and a lower , sandy one (Clematis Sandstone). Consequently , the 

Union Oil Development Corpora~ion term "Wandoan Formation" is retained 

in this Record for the int.e.ryal appare-ntly corresponding to the Mool ayember 

Formation plus Clematis Sandstone. The Wandoan Formation is conformable 

on the Rewan Formation except for l ocal unconformity (Tissot , 1963) . 

The Wandoan Formation is present at depth over most of the Surat 

Sheet area. It pinches out against the Southern Roms Shelf in the f ar west 

of the area. 
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The Clematis Sandstone shows clear indications of fluvial deposition. 

The polymodal sandstones formed as river deposits in a terrestrial, 

oxidizing environment (Bastian 1965). The carbonaceous, muddy Moolayember 

Formation was probably deposited in a brackish or non-marine reducing 

environment. The Wandoan Formation in this area is predominantly a sandy 

unit. This suggests that fluvial conditions were more persistent here than 

to the north, where brackish, reducing conditions succeeded the fluvial 

phase. 

Mesozoic plant fossils are known from the outcrop areas of the 

Clematis Sandstone and Moolayember Shale. Spore determinations of this 

interval are Triassio (Evans, in prep.). Acritarchs have been found in the 

Moolayember Formation (Evans, 1964), suggesting some marine influence. 

A basin-wide unconformity marks the end of the Triassic and the 

top of the Wandoan Formation (Fehr, 1965). The unconformity is recognizable 

both in outcrop and in the subsurface. 

Precipice Sandstone 

This name 

(Whitehouse, 1954) 

was first used by Whitehouse (1952) and later 

the type section was defined 

Creek, a tributary of the Dawson River" (·raroom 

tlin the gorge 

Sheet area). 

of Precipice 

In outcrop 

the unit consists of strongly current bedded, non calcareous, commonly 

coarse grained, quartzose aandstone. Fehr (1965) carried out a detailed 

petrographic examination of various Triassic and Lower Jurassic units from 

subsurface oil well material. His descriptions show that there are no 

"marked changes in lithology from the outcrop of Precipice Sandstone to the 

subsurface unit. Fehr also noted that angular garnet was a characteristic 

accessory mineral. 

The Precipice Sandstone is present in the subsurface over most of 

the Surat Sheet area, except in the far west v/here it finally pinches out 

against the southern Roma Shelf. Oil well data suggests that the unit 

is very thin over the shelf area and thickens into the Mimosa Syncline. 

On the shelf, the unit is less t han 100 feet thick and can be as thin as 

12 feet (U.K.A. Weribone Ho. 1). Since all data is based on oil wells 

which are located on structural highs, it is possible that the unit thickens 

appreciably off-structure (see also "Oil and Gas"). 
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The Precipice Sandstone is the result of fluvial deposition 

over a wide flood plain. It has been divided into a lower, coarse, cross

stratified fluviatile sandstone and an upper lacustrine fine grained 

sandstone and siltstone sequence (Jensen? Gregory and Forbes, 1964). 

The Precipice Sandstone cont-ains abWldant fossil plant 

impressions and spores of Evans I dividon J1. The Wli t is regarded as 

Lower Jurassic in age, (Evans, 1964) . 

Evergreen Formation 

Whitehouse (1952 , ~ 954) int:r:oduced the name "Evergreen Shales ll 

for a sequence of IIclay shales" in the valley of the DaVIson River 

inunediately below Evergreen Homestead. Forbes (in press) has renamed the 

unit as Evergreen Formation since the dominant lithology is a siltstone. 

Within the si,l t and mud sequence, two members of contrasting 

lithology have been distinguished. (Moll an et a!., in prep). The Boxvale 

Sandstone Member is a quartzose sandstone horizon and is overlain by an 

interval characterized by oolitic ironstone (Westgrove Ironstone Member). 

These thin Wlits tend to be lenticular and are absent in some areas. 

In the subsurface of Surat Sheet area the Evergreen Formation 

consists of carbonaceous mudstone and siltstone, with minor sandstone, coal 

and fossil plant remains. A sandy horizon probably representing the 

Boxvale Sandstone Member ranges i.n thickness from 10 to 70 feet (U.K.A. 

Flinton No.1), and is absent (U.K.A. Btdgel No.1, U.K.A. WWlger No.1) 

where the Evergreen Formation thins to less than 200 feet. The Westgrove 

Ironstone Member has not been recognized in the subsurface of Surat Sheet 

area, although Febr (1965) reports pelletal c.laystone and ooliths from 

this interval. 

The Evergreen Formation is present in the subsurface of the 

Surat Sheet area, except in the far west where it pinches out against the 

southern Roma Shelf. Only one oil wel l (U.K.A. Katoota No.1) penetrated 

Evergreen Formation lying directly on basement (see Table 4). The unit 

reaches a maximum thickness of about 600 feet on the shelf, and is probably 

thicker in the Mimosa Syncline. 

• 
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Abundant plant remains, thin coal seams and the ~bsence of 

marine fossils suggest that the muds and silts of the Evergreen Formation 

were deposited in a fresh water environment. The virtual absence of coarse 

clastic material is probably the result of a mature source area. The 

Boxvale Sandstone Member is in part a fluviatile d~POBit. The overlying 

oolite horizon (Westgrove Ironstone Member) suggests an abrupt change to 

quiet conditions • . The presence of pelletal chamosite indicates possible 

marine incursion, at least for a short time. Furthermore, ~ehr (1965) 
considers the Evergreen Formation to be a shallow marine deposit, at least 

in part. Marine muds in the ENergreen Formation have also been considered 

as source beds for petroleum now found in the Boxvale Sandstone Member and 

the Precipice Sandstone. De Jersey (1965), found Evergreen spores (J2) 

in Moonie oil from the Precipice Sandstone. 

The Evergreen Formation below the "oolite memberll contains J1 

spores t while the remainder contains a J2 microflora (Evans, 1965). 
Both spore zones are considered to be Lower Jurassic in age. Acritarch 

swarms occur in two horizons, one above and one below the Boxvale 

Sandstone Member (Evans, 1966). 

Hutton Sandstone 

The formation name was first used by Reeves (1947) in the 

vicinity of Westgrove Station on Eddystone Sheet area. A type section 

was later measured near Hutton Creek, east-north-east of Injune (Mollan 

et sl., in prep.). In outcrop in the type area the ~t is almost entirely 

fine to medium grained, thick bedded, cross-bedded quartzose to sublabile 

sandstone. In the subsurfaoe it is a similar friable porous sandstone 

but with minor siltstone and mudstone interbeds, partioularly towards the 

top of the unit in the north of the Sheet area. 

This transitional sequenoe of interbedded sandstone, siltstone 

and mudstone, between the Hutton Sandstone and the muddy Birkhead Formation 

oomprises the Eurombah Beds of Exon et al., (1967). The latter unit oould 

be reoognized only in the far north of the Surat Sheet area (U.K.A. Colgoon 

No.1 and U.K.A. Myall Creek No.1) where it reaches a maximum reoorded 

thiokness of eo feet, (c.f. 350 feet on Roma Sheet area). 
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The Hutton Sandstone is present in the subsurface over the whole 

of the Surat Sheet area. It conformably overlies the Evergreen Fcrmation 

except in the far west of the Sheet area where it lies unconformably on 

basement (Timbury Hil l s Formation). 

Environmental evidence on the Hutton Sandstone is sparse, The 

presence of fossil plant stems and logs, combined with the collection of one 

mytiloid pelecypod suggests a brackish environment for at least part of 

the unit. Brackish formation water has been reported from the unit (Jensen, 

Gregory and Forbes, 1964) . The Hutton Sandstone contains spores of Evans I 

(1966) division J2-3, which is considered to be Lower Jurassic in age. The 

Eurombah Beds on Roma Sheet area contain spores of division J4 , indicating 

a Middle Jurassic age . 

Injune Creek Group 

Jensen (1921) first used the name "InjlUle Creek Coal Beds" for 

Jurassi C sedi ments in the Roma- InJune area. He later introduced the term 

"Walloon Coal Measures" which has subsequently been modified and used in 

a variety of ways. Exon (1966) replaced the informal name Injune Creek Beds 

with Injune Creek Group. 

In the Surat Basin west of Roma, the Injune Creek Group is 

divisible into two formations - Birkhead Formation and West bourne Formati on . 

The Springbok Sandstone Member is distinguished as a sandy interval at the 

top of the Birkhead Formation. The three units are defined by Exon (1966) . 

East of Roma and to the south in the subsurface , these subdivisions are 

no longer all recognizable. In the Surat Sheet area, the Birkhead Formation 

is clearly defined in electric logs from oil wells . The Walloon Formation 

of Union Oil Development Corporation is equivalent to this unit. The 

Birkhead Formation consists of carbonaceous mudstone and coal, with minor 

siltstone and lithic sandstone. 

From available oil well data it has not been possible to 

differentiate the Springbok Sandstone Member from the West bourne Formation 

everywhere in this area, although the division appears to exist i n some 

well logs (see Appendix 6). The interval (Springbok & Viestbourne equival ent) 

is represented on the Surat 1:250, 000 map as Ji. The dominant lithology is 

lit hic,labile to sublabile, friable , clayey sandstone , with some silt stone 

and minor mudstone . 
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The InjWle Creek Group is present throll8hout the entire Surat 

Sheet area. It generally exceeds 1000 feet in thickness but thins in the 

far west to 720 feet (U.K.A. Maranoa No.1). The group is thickest in the 

north and east of the Sheet area where 1400 foot sections have been recorded 

(U.K.!. Myall Creek No.1 and U.K.A. Coomrith No.1). 

The environment of deposition of the Birkhead and Westbourne 

Formations was dominantly lacustrine to deltaic. The Spr1ngbok Sandstone 

Member represents a fluviatile interval and the presence of acritarchs 

in the Westbourne Formation suggests some marine influence (Uallan et al., 

in prep.) . 

Fragmentary plant remains are found throughout the Injune Creek 

Group_ Whitehouse (1954) suggested a Jurassic age for the unit on 

palaeobotanical evidence. The Birkhead Formation lies mainly within Evans' 

spore zone J4, although spores of division J5 have been found in the upper 

part of the unit (Evans, 1966). On this basis a laiiddle Jurassic age has been 

assigned to the unit. De Jersey and Paten (1964) gave a similar age to spores 

from the Walloon Formation. The Westbourne For.mation contains J5 and J6 

spores, and is regarded as Upper Jurassic in age (Evans, in prep. ) . 

Gubberamunda Sandstone 

Reeves (1947) first used the name "Gubberamunda Sandstone ll 

without defining any type area or section. Day (1964) nominated the" type 

area which lies 20 to 24 miles from ROlDa along the main Roma-Injune road. 

The lithology of the unit in the subsurface of the Surat Sheet 

area is similar to that of the type area. It is mainly a coarse grained 

quartzose sandstone. The unit is characteristically friable and porous, 

with Bome pebbly horizons . The rock is virtually uncemented. To the 

north on Roms Sheet, the Gubberamunda Sandstone is about 200 feet thick, 

and reaches 300 feet in the Mimosa Syncline (Exon, et al., 1967). In 

the subsurface of the Surat Sheet area the section 1s much thicker, averaging 

around 700 feet, and reaching 965 feet in U.K.A. Maranoa No.1. The unit 

· is present in the subsurface throughout the Sheet area. 
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The Gubberamunda Sandstone is defined very clearly on electric 

logs from subsidized oil wells and is a particularly useful horizon for 

correlation. 

The coarse grain size and the large scale cross-bedding of the 

unit in outcrop (Roma Sheet area) suggest a fluviatile environment of 

deposition for the Gubberamunda Sandstone. Only a few plant fossils have 

been found. Spores of Evans' division J6 have been recovered from this 

unit, indicating an Upper Jurassic age (Evans, in prep.). 

OralIo Formation 

This unit was formally defined by Day (1964) to replace the 

name "Orallo Coal Measures" of Jensen (1960). The Orallo Formation is '3.190 

synonymous with the widely used terms Fossil Wood Beds (Whitehouse, 1954) 

and Fossil Wood Stage (or Series) (Reeves', 1947). 

In the subsurface of the Surat Sheet area the OralIo Formation 

consists of a medium to coarse grained sandstone, in places pebbly, with a 

white clay matrix. Minor interbeds of siltstone and mudstone occur. In 

outcrop in the Roma Sheet area the upper Horizons of the formation are 

coaly and in some places bentonitic (Exon et 81., 1967). The OralIo 

Formation is present at depth over the entire Surat Sheet area. The unit 

~ varies greatly in thickness (U.K. A. Moombah No.1 - 80 ft, U.K.A. Myall 

Creek No.1 - 540 ft) with an average of about )00 feet (see Appendix 6). 

In oil well logs the horizon taken as the base of the OralIo Formation 

can be easily and consistently traced across the Sheet area. HoV/ever, the 

upper boundary with the Mooga Sandstone r:iembe:r; of the Blythesdale Formation 

is at times difficult to pick, suggesting a gradational relationship between 

the two units. It is possible that both the upper and lower boundaries are 

strongly time transgressive. 

Marked vertical and lateral variation in lithology within the 

unit seems to reflect repeated variations of conditions, ranging from 

fluviatile and deltaic to lacustrine and paludal. Cross-bedding and fossil 

wood debris are notable features of the unit in outcrop north of the Surat 

Sheet area. There is no direct indication of marine incursion, except for 

the hand specimen identification of l'glauconi te" (Exon et a1., 1967). 
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Difficulties concerned with the identification, composition and significance 

of glauconite make this evidence very tenuous. The presence of bentonitic 

clay and ?tuffaceOuB horizons in the upper part of the Orallo Formation 

in Yuleba Creek (Duff and Milligan, 1967) indicates probable late Upper 

Jurassic volcanism in the area ~d raises the .question of marine influence 

in the formation of this deposit. However similar tuffaceous deposits low 

in the OralIo Formation (or high in the Injune Creek Group) in the Miles 

area (Exon and Duff, 1968) are of fluviatile origin. 

A variety of fossil plant specimens collected from the OralIo 

Formation are listed by Day (1964). Unfortunately, the flora is poorly 

known and is of little use in correlatioJ? and age determination. Sporss of 

Evans' (1966) division J6 have been recovered from the unit, indicating 

an Upper Jurassic age. 

Blythesdale Formation 

As a result of his work in the Roms area, Day (1964) r edefined the 

Blythesdale Formation in an attempt t o resolve the confusion which h8d 

r esulted from widely differing usage of Jack's .(1895) term IIBlytheedale 

Braystone". Da;y divided his Blythesdale Formation into four members (in 
order of deposition) _ Mooga Sandstone Member, Kingull Member, Nullawurt 

Sandstone Member, Minmi Member. In subsurface correlation in the Surat 

Sheet area, Day's nomenclature was followed (see Appendix 6) but some 

difficulty was experienced in separating the upper three members of the 

formation. Consequently, in the cross-section on the Surat 1: 250 ,000 map 

the three members are grouped as one unnamed unit K1b. This twofold division 

of the Blythesdale Formation corresponds with that of Whitehouse (1955), 

in which he calla the tinmi-Nullawurt-Kingull interval "Transition Beds" 

(see Day (1964), Table 2). 
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1. lJOOga Sandstone Member 

This unit consists mainly of quartzose, porous, friabl e 

sandstone , with minor siltstone and mudstone interbeds. In the Surat 

area the unit varies between 500 and 800 feet in thickness, but thins 

in the far west of the Sheet area to 405 feet in U.K . A. Maranoa lio . 1 . 

This is probably only a local variation, as nearby U.K.A . St . George 

No. 1 penet rated 650 feet of Mooga Sandstone :Member . 

The unit consists entirely of fresh water sediments which are 

mainly fluviatile, with the muddy horizons probably representing back 

swamp or lacustrine conditions. Fossil plant remains are found through

out the unit , but are of little value in age determination. Spores of 

Evans ' (1966) division K1a have been recovered from the member. This 

spore division is regarded as probably Lower Cretaceous in age (Evans , in 

prep . ) and by convention the base of the Mooga Sandst one Uember marks the 

Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary in the Surat Basin. 

2. Undivi ded Kingull ! Nullawurt Sandstone and Minmi Members 
of the Blythesdale Formation. 

The dominant lithology is a fine to medium grained sandstone, which 

is commonly glauconitic . Siltstone and mudstone are subordinate but 

plentiful. 'llhe variation and alternation of lithologies seem to reflect 

a variety of environments . On ROnIa and Mitchell Sheet areas , the fine grained 

lithology of the Kingull Member suggests a lacustrine environment , which in 

turn graded to shallow marine in some areas during Nullawurt time (Exon et al., 

1967). The Minmi Member shows definite indication of a marine environment 

of deposition. The sands are commonly glauconitic and the unit contains a 

marine shelly fauna. The Minmi Member is the first widely widespread 

marine unit in the Surat Basin above the Permian . 

A Marine ?Neocomian macrofauna from the Nullawurt Sandstone 

Member on til tchell Sheet area is described by Day (1967) . Freshwat er 

pelecypods and plant fossils are also known from this unit . The Minmi 

Member contains a rich marine Aptian macrofauna where it crops out along 

the northern margin of the Surat Basin (Day , 1964) . 
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Spores of Evans' (1966) division K1a have been found in the 

Kingull, Nullawurt Sandstone and lower Minmi Members. Klb .. c spores are 

known in the uppermost Minmi Member (Exon et al., 1967) . Both divisions 

are of Lower Cretaceous age~ 

Doncaster Member (Wallumbilla Formation) 

The Doncaster Member of the Wallumbilla Formation is a marine, 

dOminantly mudstone sequence which spans moet of the Aptian in the Surat 

and Eromanga Basins. The un1 t was originally defined by Vine and Da,y 

(1965, p. 4) as a member of the Wilgunya Format~oni later (Vine et al . , 

1961), this formation was elevated to the rank of Bub-group, and the 

interval embracing the Doncaster and Careens (Vine at 81., 1967) Members 

was named the Wallumbilla Formation. The Donoaster Member conformably 

overlies the Blytheedale Formation. 

The Doncaster Member does not crop out in the Surat Sheet area, 

but is encountered at depth in all oil wells on the Sheet area. The 

thickness of the Doncaster varies over the shel f area from 200 feet to 

nearly 600 feet, the greatest thickness probably being in the Mimosa syncline. 

In the type area near Richmond in the Eromanga Basin, the lithology is 

described as "blue grey mudstone with subsidiary gl auconitic siltstone" 

(Vine and Day, 1965). In the Roms area immediately north of Surat Sheet, 

outcrops of the unit are essentially simi~ar to those in the type area but 

glauconite is seldom seen (Exon, et sl.t 1967). However glauconite is 

present in the subsurfaoe in that area. The macrofauna is dominated by 

pelecypods (Vine and Day, 1965); genera represented include Maccoyella, 

Pseudavicula, Fissilunula, and Panopea; the belemnite Peratobelue ~ is 

common in the Doncaster Member, but is not confined to it. 

The unit was deposited in shallow marine conditions, with some 

phases of brackish and littoral sedimentat10n.(Exon et al., 1961) . 
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OUTCROP GEOLOGY 

Careena Member (Wallumbilla Formation) 

The Careens Member of the Wallumbilla Formation was formally 

defined by Vineet al., (1967). In the type area, near Barcaldine in 

the Eromanga Basin, the unit consists of interbedded siltstone and 

mudstone; the siltstone is coarse-grained, grading into very fine and 

fine-grained sandstone. In the Roma area, north of the Surst Sheet, 

these rock types persist with siltstone dominant. 

The unit is poorly developed on the Surat Sheet area. Outcrop 

is confined to the north-west, where a small area of unaltered Careens 

sediments is surrounded by a much greater area of the deep weathering _ 

profile. The only outcrop material suitable for thin-sectioning was the 

sandstone preserved in calcareous boulders in the unaltered material; 

the sandstone was fine-grained and labile, with feldspar exceeding lithics 

in the labile fraction. Intraformational conglomerates and disrupted 

mudstone beds are common and well preserved in the deeply weathered 

Coreena Member. The lithology revealed by B.M.R. Surat No.1 showed a 

much greater proportion of fine-grained sediment (mostly siltstone, with 

minor mudstone), than was suggested by the outcrop, but the section was 

dominantly sandy. (B.M.R. Surat No. 1 was sited near the top of the weather

ing-profile of the Coreena Member; it penetrated approximately 380feet of 

Coreena sediments and possibly bottomed in the uppermost Doncaster Member, 

which conformably underlies it .). 

Because of the poor outcrop of the unaltered sediments, and the 

masking effect of the deep weathering-profile, correlation with the Coreena 

Member as mapped on the Roms Sheet area cannot be proved. Furthermore, 

the outcrop could not be differentiated from the surface exposure of the 

Griman Creek Beds which are separated from the Coreena Member by an 

unnamed mudstone Klz. However , comparison of the logs of B.M.R. Surat No. 

1 with those of B.M.R. Roms No. 9 in the south-west of the Roma Sheet area, 

and with those of the deep oil wells on the Surat Sheet area, where the 

Coreena Member can be picked accurately, suggests that ,the correlation 

is a reasonable one. 
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Assuming correct correlation, then, the Coreena Member is much 

sandier on the Surat Sheet areal further difference from the Coreena to the 

north is the comparative paucity of microplankton in, the core samples. 

Hence, a gradual change in environment of deposition from the Mit chell and 

Rama Sheet areas south and east onto the Surat Sheet area is suggested: 

increase in grain size suggesting shallower water and higher energy 

conditions, the paucity of microplankton a decrease in salinity. The only 

macrofossils collected were a few, poorly preserved, minute bivalves, 

which could represent the fauna of a restricted environment, perhpas one 

of reduced salinity. 

Unit Klz 

Uni t Klz is an wmamed mudstone which contormably underlies 

the Griman Creek Beds. It does not crop out, and was onif discovered by 

examination of scout holes and oil bores on the Surat Sheet area. By 

extrapolation of the subsurface trend. the unit is closest to the surface 

in the north.west (see map cross section) where it i8 now covered by 

Tertiary and Qu.aternary alluvial sedim.ents in the flood-pl8.in of the Balonne 

River. The weakly resistant mudstone probably localized the path of the 

Balonne River approximately along the strike of the beds, between the more 

resistant sandstones of the Griman Creek Beds and the Coreena Member . 

Unit Klz consists of carbonaceous mudstone, oarbonaoeous, oalcareous, 

glauconitio siltstone and minor fine.grained labile sandstone; plant 

remains, very fine crose·bedding and pellets of siltstone and mudstone in 

the sandstone, are common. The known range of thickness is from 225 feet in 

U.K.A. St . George No .1 for the Southern Roma Shelf, to 480 feet in U.K.A . 

Bidgel No. 1 closer to the Mimosa Syncline ; the unit 1s presumably thickest 

i n the syncline. 

Griman Creek Beds 

"Griman Creek Beds" is an informal,. term proposed for the 

Cretaceous sediments which crop out on the Surat Sheet area to the south 

. and east of the Balonne River. A deep weathering-profile has developed, 

and the unaltered sediments are exposed only where this has been stripped 

by erosion. 
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The name is based on Jenkins' (1959) Oriman Creek Group 

(subsequently referred to by th.e same author (Jenkins, 1960) as Oriman 

Creek Formation). Jenkins (1959) treated the deep weathering-profile 

separately, as the Telgazli Formation, but this is now included within 

the Griman Creek Beds. The Griman Creek Beds are not formally defined 

since neither stratigraphic range nor lithology is completely known. 

Outcrop is poor, except near the base of the unit around Surat . 

Here, the sequence consists of interbedded fine-grained, labile sandstones, 

grading to siltstone, and muds tone, which weath3r to a characteristic 

khaki-yellow colour ; macrofossils are fairly abundant, sometimes forming 

coquiniteso The remainder of the area marked as Oriman Creek on the 

Sheet area, excluding the deep weathering-profile, consists almost 

entirely of black soil plains and low rounded hills, where calcareous bands 

have afforded greater resistance to erosion. The plains country is 

characterized by calcareous concretions of labile sandstone which form 

boulders. 

The beds are underlain by the unnamed mudstone Klz; the mudstone 

does not crop out, so that the boundary can be traced only in the sub

surface. Evidence from U.K.A. Coomrith No.1 suggests that the Griman Creek 

Beds are at least 1,000 feet thick; they could be much thicker in the centre 

of the Mimosa Syncline. No top can be defined for the beds on present 

infonnation. 

The only outcrop material suitable for thin-section examination 

was from the calcareous boulders; these consisted of glauconitic, calcareous, 

fine- grained, feldspatho-lithic and lithic arenites. Carbonate cement made 

up about 20% of the rock; quartz and chert rarely exceed 60% of the rock; 

lithic fragments (usually porphyritic, with plagioclase phenocrysts in 

an altered groundmass) range from 5-15% of the rock "Glauconite" forms 5-10% 

of the rock. uGlauconite" is used here for sandsized, elongate-elliptical 

pellets, without any real mineralogical implications. Colour varies from 

yellow-brown to yellow-green, and the mineral is generally much altered 

to limonite. The pellets show a characteristic deep radial cracking, 

possibly due to shrinkage) . Samples have been separated for X-ray analysi s 

but results are not available yet. 
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PLATE 5. 

(a) Calcareous concretions weathering out of exposure of 
basal Griman Creek Be"ds in the banks of the Balorme River. 
(195,632). 

(b) Outcrop in earth tank. Much of the mapping relied on material 
from dam excavations. 

/ 
c.j-I 



PLATE 6. 

(a) 

(a) and (b). Coquinites from basal Griman Creek Beds. 
Locations S]401 (above) and S]419. 
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Fossil collections from localities at or near Surat have 

previously been made by Laing & Allen (1955) Jenkins (1959), and 

Dickins (1960). Laing & Allen (1955) reco~ed Professor D. Hill's 

identification of Peratobelua (Rema fauna, Aptian) and DimitobeluB 

(Tambo fauna, Albian) from separate localities close to Surati they 

equated their Surat Formation (basal Griman Creek Beds) with the basal 

Tambo Series (the Careena Member of the Wallumbilla Formation), because 

these two diagnostic genera had previously been found together only in 

the basal Tambo Series. 

Jenkins' (1960) faunal list comprised. 

Peratobelue australis (Phillips) 

Pseudomonotis sp. nov. 

?Thracia 

?GIYcimeris 

MytiluB rugocostatus Moore 

ffiytilu8 inflatus Moore 

Natica variabilis Moore 

MYaoites ? australia HUddleston 

? Maccoyella sp. 

? Tancredia sp. 

Cyrenopsis sp. 

Mainly on the occurrence of Peratobelus, Jenkins (1960) assigned an 

Aptian age to the fauna. 

Dick1ns (1960) recorded the pelecypods Pseudavicula anomala 

(Moore), Paprracea Etheridge (aSSOCiated in the Roma type of fauna), . . 
Tellina sp~ indet., and the gastropod Vanikoropsia sp. nov •• Dickine 

suggested correlation of the sediments at this locality with those of 

the "tr8ll8i tion beds of the Blythesdale "Groupllll (Minmi Member of the 

Blythesdale Formation) on the basie of lithological and faunal similarities. 

Fossils were collected during the present mapping from previously 

known, and new, localities, both at the baBe of the sequenoe around Surat, 

and near the top of the sequence in the eastern part of the Sheet area. 

R.W. Day (A.N.U.), who has worked extensively on Roma and Tambo faunas 

from both the Surat and Eromanga. Basins, has made a brief study of the 

collections, and his preliminary suggestions are summarized below: 
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1. Most species represented have not previously been described. 

2. The occurrence of a single t~ick shelled belemnite of the 

genus Peratobelus (sa 416 at Mt. Walpanara, 196631) could indicate an 

upper Doncaster-basal Careens age for the sediments, ox it could be 

reworked from Doncaster deposits to the north. 

3. The presence of Peratobelus is the only certain indicator of 

marine conditions; the remainder of the fauna could have lived in either 

marine or brackish water conditions. 

4. Fossils collected from near the top of the sequence in the 

east (SB 505 at 281584. and SB 508 at 275582) are almost certainly fresh 

water forms, reminiscent of the Winton fSWlSS. 

Tertiary 

Tertiary sediments on the Sheet ares are quartzose sandstones 

which display some degree of consolidation. Use of the term. "Tertiaryll 

is purely arbitrary, since there is no evidence to indicate an upper 

limit to the age of the sediments. Outcrop in general was poor; most 

exposures "ere in dam excavations. There are two distinct types of Tertiary: 

1. A Clean-washed, fine-to medium-grained, friable, quartzose 

sandstone, with conglomeratic beds, which reaches a thickness of 50 feet, 

and which crops out in the north and north-west; 

2. A clayey, fine-to coarse-grained quartzose sandstone, 

extensively mottled, with some pebble bands; the unit is about 30 feet 

thick, and crops out in the south-east; it was named the Moonie Formation 

by Isbell (1957). The name is not used in this report, since the unit 

is of such small extent. 

The two types of sediment are seen as alluvial deposits in 

older stream channels of the Balonne and Moonie River systems respectively. 

The clayey, mottled aspect of the latter type probably reflects its more 

local derivation from deep weathering-profiles in the area of drainage 

of the Moonie River. 

• 



PLATE 7. 

(a) Erosion gully in weakly consolidated Quaternary or 
?Tert iary sediment (171,646). 

(b) "Melon hole" country, after clearing. The "melon holes" 
are full of water after heavy rain . 
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Deep weathering. profile 

The deep weathering-profile developed in the Surat Sheet area 

has been regarded by previous workers (Laing & Allen, 1955; Jenkins, 1959) 

as a distinct tormation, separate from the underl~, unaltered Cretaceous 

units. The profile is here regarded as the weathering prqduct of the under

lying units since: 

(1) the gross lithology (in terms of grain e~ze and distribution 

of rock types), aa revealed in shallow drill "holes, corresponds with that 

of the unaltered sediments. 

(ii) the boundary between altered and unaltered 8~diment8, 

as cored in B.M.R. Surat No.1, is gradational, with interbedding of fresh 

and altered material. 

Jenkins (1959) believed that his ItTertiary" Telgazli FQrmation 

(the deep weatber1n~prorile) was lithologically distinct from his "Grtman 

Creek Formation (ae revealed in outcrop). Indeed, most surface evidence 

supports this view, since the deep_ w_Et!lih,e_~proflle contains a much 

higher proportion of mudstones, and of mud Cla~~~in ~he sandstone, than 

most of the outcropping rocks of the unaltered Griman Creek Beds. However, 

the reason for the apparent difference is that the deep weathering-profile 

is much more resistant than the unaltered sediment, and hence a representative 

section of the former, regardless of grain size and bedding characteristics, 

is more often preserved; the unaltered sediments are normally represented 

only by calcareous sandstones; the rare outcrops of continuous section of 

t he Wl8ltered material (as in the Balonne River at ,Su;oat) show that the 

proportion of mudstone compares with that in the 4eep weathering-profile. 

The profile developed on the' Coreena Member has a depth of 150 

feet in B.M.R. Surat No.1; the Griman Creek profile has maximum thickness 

of 120 feet as measured in outcrop_ 

Within the profile, the rocks have been almost completely 

reconstituted , with complete r eplacement of feldspar by clay, leaching 

of calcareous cement, and deposition of interstitial clay. Extensive 

ironstaining is evident in the mottled zone where a reticulate pattern 

of white and red to purple blebs haa developed. The, blebs vary from 

) inches to 12 inchee in diameter . The l ower leached zone 1s normally 

pale pink to pale yellow in colour, grading downward into unaltered 
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sediments. Opal occurs in several places in the Griman Creek profile, just 

below the mottled zone . Precious opal is very rare. 

The profile is sometimes capped by a ferricrete 18¥er 3-5 feet 

thick, or more generally by an ironstone gravel derived therefrom. The 

ferricrete consists of sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone, intimately 

intermingled, apparently through mechanical disaggregation, and recemented 

by iron compounds; colour varies from brown to deep red. The capping is 

thought to represent a fOBSil soil horizon. It is much more resistant 

than the underlying mottled zone, so that steep scarps and caves below the 

capping are quite common; that the deeply weathered material itself is more 

resistant than the unaltered sediment is shown by several hills of 

weathered material without a ferricrete or gravel capping which remain 

above a plain developed on the unaltered material. 

The deep weathering-profiles developed in the Surat Sheet area 

are closely comparable with those developed on the Upper Cret~ceous Winton 

Formation in the south-west Eromanga Basin (Senior, Galloway, Ingram & 
Senior, 1968). The only differences are that the deep weathering in the 

Winton Formation has penetrated to a much greater depth ()OOfeet cf. 120 

feet) and the Winton profile is characterized by bands of procellan1te which 

are absent from the Surat profile. 

The great depth and uniformity of the profile over auch large 

areas predicate a prolo~d period of tectonic and climatic stability. 

Earlier workers regarded formation of the deep weathering-profile, and 

of silcrete, aleo ' probably a weathering product, as the results of one 

great period of peneplanation and chemical weathering. However, numerous 

examples in both the Surat and Eromanga Basins show that the two wea thering 

products are not genetically or temporally related, the silcretes being 

conspicuously younger, although not all of the same age. 

It is difficult to assess the age of the deep weathering process. 

So far, only a minimum age can be suggested, and the range in estimates 

is quite wide. A lower limit to the minimum age of the deep weathering 

process is suggested in the Eromanga Basin; here, sandstones of the 

Glendower Formation overlie the truncated deep weathering-profile, and 
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hence post-date its formation. Wopfner (1963) reported the occurrence of 

BrachiopAyllum, a plant genus supposedly confined to the Mesozoic, 

from a correlate of the Glendower Formation in South Australia; hence, 

the minimum age here can be tentatively put at Upper Cretaceous. An 

upper limit to the minimum age for the deep weathering_profile in the 

Surat Basin is given by post-deep weathering basalts in the Roma area, 

which average 22 million years (early MiDcene) in age (Exon, Langford

Smith, & McDougall, in prep.). Furthe~: porth, in the Springsure area, 

there are unlateritized basalts 30 million years old (I. McDougall pers •. 

comm.), which are probably post-deep weathering. 

No occurrences of silcrete were found as continuous beds within 

a layered sequence, nor as cappings, although silcrete boulders were 

very common . The main "silcrete" occurrences were in several creek beds 

cut into the upper part of the deep weathering- profile. Here, the rocks 

had been extensively and strongly cemented by silica; the resultant material 

is tough and resistant, lacking the typical silcrete conchoidal fracture 

and hence ita typical brittleness; such occurrences emphasize the relatively 

great mobility of silica in the weathering zone . 

Gilgais 

A feature of some low-lying areas, in the Qs, and in the Griman 

Creek deep weathering-profile around Glenmorgan, is the development of 

gilgais . These are depressions, formed in heavy soils of the grey clay 

association (Isbell, 1957, p. 47), which alternate with mounds or puffs 

(~ Isbell, 1957, p. 49, and Thomson & Beckmann, 1959, p. 24), to form 

a more or less complete network . The depressions are roughly circular in 

plan, up to 15 feet in diameter, and up to 4 feet deep. Isbell (1957) 

classifies them in the normal or network type of gilgai (within the 

scheme proposed by Hallsworth, Robertson and Gibbons, 1955), in which 

pufr and depression are equally well developed . 

Virgin gilgaied soils of the Surat Sheet area are characterized by 

almost pure stands of brigalow scrub. A feature or dam excavations examined 

was the almost invariable presence at shallow depth (6-8 1 ) of a pure q~tz 

sand; this feature was not observed by Isbell (1957), probably because there 

would have been few (if any) dams in this type of country at the time of 

Isbell's investigation. 
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The enormous variations in gilgai. form and in the chemical 

and mineralogical characters of the parent cl8¥B present problema of 

nomenclature and classification beyond the scope of this record, since 

gilgais encountered on the Sheet area appear to be of the one type. The 

two main problems, then , in the present case, are: 

(i) the derivation of the parent clay material 

(ii) the mechanics of formation of the actual mound-depression network. 

(i) Derivation of the parent clay. 

Isbell (1957) has stated that, over wide areas of Queensland, 

gilgaied clay soils overlie a deep weathering-profile, and certainly, On 

the Surat Sheet area, this appears to be the cass. He noted, however, that 

the dominantly kaolinitic deep weathering-profile was in marked contrast 

with the dominantly montmorillonitic gilgaied claysj since the transformation 

kaolin-montmorillonite would involve the complete breakdown and reconstitution 

of the kaolin lattice in an acidic environment (in which montmorillonite 

is thought to be unstable), he concluded that the gilgaied olays were 

superficial deposits not derived from the underlying material. Later, the 

same author (Isbell, 1962) recorded some instances of at least apparent 

gradation from the deep weathering-profile into the gilgaied clay soils. 

Isbell (1957) regarded an aeolian origin for these extensive 

clay sheets as a possible explanation of such a widespread uniform 

soil type; he quotes the occurrence of sand dunes "indisputably of aeolian 

origin" (Isbell, 1957, p. 95). One such sand dune was encountered in the 

south-eastern corner of the Sheet area, on the road into llTurrawira" 

property; the friable, well rounded, pure quartz sends occur as slight 

ridges above the generally flat level of the surrounding gilgaied soils, 

and extend at least several feet down. Isbell relates these "sand dunes" 

to the clay deposits, but they could prove to be ridges in a buried desert 

sand, since, as noted earlier, pure quartz sands appear to underlie much 

of the gilgai country on the sheet. 
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( i1) Mechanics of formation of gjlgais 

The most frequently advanced explanation of gilgaia invokes the 

tremendous expansion and contraction of montmorillonite with alternate 

wetting and drying. The form of the gilgais on the Surat Sheet area suggests 

relief of pressure through upward buckling in a fairly uniform body of 

expanding material. lbfle obviously a basiC factor, this property does 

not explain all known features of gilgais, and work by the C.S.I.R.O. 

Division of Soila suggests that other mechanisms are involved (Dr. G.G. 

Beckmann, pera_ comm.). 

Quaternary 

Unconsolidated sanda, gravels, and clays deposited in the flood 

plains of present-day rivers are considered to be Quaternar.y alluvium 

(Qa). The symbol ~ i s used for deposits on older terraces of present 

rivera and for general eoil cover. 

.. 

SHALLOW STRATIGRAPHIC DRILLING 

During 1961 , four shallow stratigraphic wells were drilled on 

the Surat Sheet area (B.M.R. Surat NOB 1-4) and one on the southern part 

of the Roma Sheet area (B.M.R. Roma No.9). The lithological sequences 

and stratigraphy are summarized. in Figures 8-11. 

B.M.R. Surat No. 1 and B.M.R. Roma 9 wer e sited to provide 

correlation from the Roma successio~ to the Surat Sheet area. B.M.R. 

Surat No. 2 was drilled to provide palynological and lithological 

reference for the faunas collected around Surat township. B.M.R. Surat 

No . 3 was drilled in the type area of Jenkins I "Griman Creek Group", 

and Surat No . 4 was placed to test the thickness of the Griman Creek 

sediments in the ~os~ Syncline. Other data utilized are from U.K.A. 

Coomrith No.1 and U.K.A. Cabawin No.1 wells. 
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The palynological determinations of Burger (in prep.) are 

noted on the lithological logs (Figs. 8-11). Figure 12 presents the 

results, plotted on the assumption that the top of the Kld zone is a time 

linej the position of the line is only approximate (+ 50 1 ). 

Microfossils were obtained by Dr. Terpstra from all wells 

except B. M.R. Surat No.4. In general there were a few poorly preserved 

forms: 

B.M.R. Surat No. 1 Core 5 (Kic) 

B.M.R. Surst No. 2 Core 1 (Kiz) 

B.M.R. Burst No. 3 Core 3 (Klz) 

B.M.R. Roma No. 9 Core 1 (Kic) 

Textularia sp . 

Fish tooth 

Ostracods 

Megaspores 

Textularia sp. 

Ostracoda 

Megaspores 

Lenticulian warregoensis 

Valvulineria cf. crespinae 

Trochammina ap. 

Nodosaria ap. 

Ostracods 

For Core 1, B.M.R. Roma No.9, Dr. Terpstra has suggested an 

age near the Aptian - Albian boundary. The same oore yielded the 

bel emnite Peratobelu8 ~ (identified by R.W. Day) which has been found 

in the Upper Doncaster - Middle Coreena, but Day regards the latter 

specimen as having been derived and hence favours an Upper Aptian age. 

P.J . Jones has described the ostracods (one good specimen and several 

fragment s) from Core 5, B.M.R. Surat No.1, and suggests a lower Albian 

age for the forms. These .findings agree well with Burger's age 

determinations . 

Burger (pers. comm.) has noted that the unnamed mudstone Klz 

contains the only appreciable proportion of microplankton in the cores 

studies, suggesting that this unit might be a marine, or at least a 

brackish water deposit. 
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The information available from the drilling provides little on 

which to base a discuBsion of the milieu of deposition of the Klz and 

Griman Creek units. There appears to have been, however, some form of 

cyclical Or repetitive sedimentation, in the sequence: Minmi Member (of 

the Blythesdale Formation), Doncaster Member, Careena Member (of the 

Wallumbilla Formation), Klz, and Griman Creek Beds; if this is assumed, 

then 90me tentative conclusions can be reached. 

There is close similarity between the Minmi, the basal Careens 

and the basal Griman Creek Bede, in lithology, faunas, and sedimentary 

structures. The Minmi and basal Careens are regarded as marine beach or 

near-shore deposits. Day (1967) quotes the evidence of Exon at Bl. t (1966) 

for the basal Coreena: worm burrows, coquinas of marine pelecypods, intra

formational conglomerate, and cross-bedding with random foreset directions; 

the same features are evident in the basal Griman Creek Beds. 

Considering the close correspondence of the three sandstone units, 

it is tempt1n~ to conclude that the unnamed mudstone Klz is a direct 

analogue of the Doncaster, in terms of environment of deposition , and fauna, 

as the Allaru is in the Eromanga .Basin (Exon et a1., 1966). Klz has yielded 

little of palaeoecological significance, apart from the micrOplankton 

mentioned above; certainly, there is nothing to conflict with the idea of a 

marine environment of deposition. 

One of the problem5 presented by the macrofossils of the basal 

Crimen Creek Beds is the presence of a specimen of the "Doncaster" belemnite 

Peratobelus, which R.W. Day (pers. comm.) considers to be reworked. If there 

is a macrofauna in the Klz unit, it might prove to be simil ar to the Doncaster 

fauna , possibly to the extent that the genus Peratobelus is r epresented· •.. 

If the Griman Creek Beds were deposited in an environment where the under

lying Klz muds were being reworked, then it is possible that specimens 

of Peratobelus could have been reburied in the basal Griman Creek sediments • . 

The results of the palynology suggest that the Coreena Member , 

Klz, and the Griman Creek Beds are all time-transgressive within the 

region of the Mimosa Syncline. While this is to be expected in a synclinal 

zone, it is di fficul t to reconcile, in detail, the rock record with the 

time relationships proposed. 
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Ecological considerations suggest that the Griman Creek Beds 

were laid down initially as strand line deposits of a sea regressing 

acrOea Klz muds, and the palynology generally supports this hypothesis. 

However, determinations in U.K.A. Coomrith No. 1 place the basal Criman 

Creek Beds in the same zone (K1d) as parts of the Careens and of Klz, 

indicating that the three units were being deposited simultaneously; 

this is very difficult to envisage, and it is felt that insufficient 

oontrol over sampling has led to anomalous results. Further drilling and 

palynological work are needed before any definite conclusions can be 

drawn. 

STRUCTURE 

The Surat Sheet area lies close to the axis of the Surat Basin. 

The structure of the area 1s quite simple and can be divided into two major 

elements, the Mimosa Syncline and the Southern Roma Shelf. (see Fig. 13). 

In the eastern half of the Sheet area lies the Mimosa Syncline, a north

trending trough containing about 15,000 feet of Permian and younger sediment • . 

The syncline is deepest in the north of the Sheet area, and shallows con

siderably southward~. To the west, the pre-Permian basement gradually rises 

forming a gently sloping shelf area (Southern Roms Shelf) covered by 4,000 

to 7,000 feet of mainly Mesozoic sediment. In this area the shelf is 

composed of regional metamorphics (Timbury Hills Formation) with minor 

intrusive granite. 

In the Mimosa Syncline there is at least 4,000 feet of Permian 

and Triassic sediment related to the development of the Bowen Basin, 

which is overlain unconformably by the Jurassic and Cretaceous sequence of 

the Great Artesian Basin. Basement in the Mimosa Syncline, where known, 

is a dominantly volcanic sequence probably of Carboniferous age. On the 

Southern Roms Shelf the Bowen Basin sequence is either absent, or present 

sa a thin veneer overlying basement. 
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Aeromagnetic work (Aero Service Ltd., 1963) has suggested 

that the Mimosa Syncline is defined by major north-south fault lines, 

but subsequent seismic work has failed to support this interpretationf 

at least in the Surat Sheet area. There is seismic evidence that further 

north (Exon et sl., 1966) on Chinchilla Sheet, the eastern margin of 

the Mimosa Syncline is fault-bounded. On the Southern Roms Shelf (Fig. 

6), seismic Vlork has shown small block-faulted basement highs; the 

sediments over some of these have been drilled unsuccessfully for oil. 

No evid~nce of the . existence of the Mimosa Syncline or of 

any raul ting was observed in the surface mapping of this area due to 

the paucity of outcrop and the masking effect of the deep weathering

profile; any reflection of Permian faulting in the CretaceouB sediments 

would probably be of small amplitude in any case. No accurate surface dip 

readings were possible because of the shallow dip and widespread occurrence 

of cross-bedding where there was good exposure. Structure contours from 

oil well loge have been drawn for two sharply defined horizons - top of 

Birkhead Formation (Fig. 14) and top of Evergreen Formation (Fig. 15). The 

results are in close agreement with geophysical evidence (Fig. 5) and 

show that the Jurassic sequence on the Southern Roms. Shelf strikes north

eastwards and has a r egional dip of 00 18' to the south east (measured 

between U.K.A. Colgoon No.1 and U.K.A. Alton No. 1 on Birkhead Formation). 

The structural high in the Evergreen horizon in the northwest 

of the Sheet area (Fig. 15) is produced by a granite body intruding 

the Timbur,y Hills Formation. This intrusion is reflected also in gravity 

(Fig. 2) and aeromagnetic (Figs. 3 and 4) resulte. 

The faults marked on the Surat 1:250,000 Sheet are from seismic 

(United Geophysical Corporation, 1965) data and are those which affect 

both t he basement and "G" (1 top Evergreen Formation) reflectors. The 

axis of the Mimosa Syncline is taken from the contour map of the "Gil horizon 

in the Surat Shelf Seismic Survey (United Geophysical Corporation, 1965). 
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GEOLOGICAL HISTORY 

During the Devonian Period, a sequence of Band, silt and mud 

which is poorly known, was deposited . By the end of the Carboniferous 

the sediments had been r egionally metamorphosed (Timbury Hills Fonmation) 

and, in some areas , intruded by granite. In the east of the Surat Sheet 

area, a volcanic sequence of Carboniferous or Lower Permian age was 

extruded (Kuttung Formation) . 

In late Carboniferous or early Permian times faulting and 

folding produced the Mimosa Syncline. 2,500 feet of Permian section, 

consi s ting of a basal sequence of marine mud and tuffaceous sediment 

(Black Creek Croup) grading upwards to a paludal , coaly interval (Black-

water Group), was deposited in this broad downwarp which sank continuously 

during deposition. Triassic sediments of total thickness 4,000 feet,l'Ihich over

lie the Permian with probable unconformity, appear to be mainly non 

marine in origin. In the Lower Triassic there was a period of red-bed 

sedimentation which produced a multicoloured sequence of mudstone sandstone, 

tuff and conglomerate (Rewan Formation). After a period of erosion, the 

fluviatile, lacustrine and brackish sediment of the Wandoan Formation was 

deposited . In general the lower part of the unit 1s predominantly sandy 

s tream sediment while the upper part contains a large proportion of 

lacustrine mudstone and siltstone. Some minor marine incursions may have 

occurred during the Uppe r Triassic . lihereas Permian and Lower Triassic 

(Rewan) sedimentation was restri cted largely to the Mimosa Syncline, the 

Wando an Formation covered much of the Southern Roms Shelf (see Fig. 7) and 

is found in many of the oil wells immediately overlying Timbury Hills 

Formation. 

During the Permian and Triassi c , subsidence and sedimentation 

r eached their maximum in the Mimosa Syncline. At the end of the Triassic, 

a period of erosion and base-levelling set in. 

Sedimentation resumed in the Lower Jurassic with the deposition 

of a thin veneer of 'stream sands (Precipice Sandstone ) followed by a period 

of dominantly lacustrine and deltaic sedimentation (Evergreen Formation). 
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A few thin fluviatile horizons oocur within the Evergreen Formation 

(Boxvale Sandstone Member) equivalents and the presence of oolites and 

acritarchs suggests marine influence, at least for a few brief periods. 

Marine muds within the Evergreen Formation have been suggested ae the 

source of petroleum now found in the Precipice and Boxvale Sandstones • 

The clean quartzose sand of the Hutton Sandstone marks a 

return to generally fluviatile oonditions. The Precipice-Evergreen

Hutton sequence onlaps progressively higher on to the Southern Roma Shelf. 

On the western boundary of the Sheet area, the Hutton Sandstone rests 

Wlconformably on the Timbury Hills Formation. The transition upwards to 

the Middle Jurassic Birkhead Formation varies from transitional (in the 

far north of the Sheet area) to abrupt. This formation consists mainly 

of lacustrine mudstone and coal. The post-Birkhead sediments of the Injune 

Creek Group are a mixture of fresh water deltaic, lacustrine and fluviatile 

sandstone, siltstone and mudstone. Non-marine deposition continued in the 

Upper Jurassic with the coarse quartzose Gubberamunda Sandstone which is 

typically fluviatile. It i8 succeeded by the OralIo Formation, a unit 

formed in conditions varying from fluviatile and deltaic to lacustrine 

and paludal. The apparently conformable Lower Cretaceous began with 

a period of stream eedimentation (Mooge. Sandstone Member of the Blytheedale 

Formation) grading upwards to mixed fluviatile and lacustrine oonditions 

(Kingull Member, Nullawurt Sandstone Member). Marine horizons ocour in 

the uppermost Blythesdale Formation (Minmi Member), marking the beginning 

of a major transgression. Shallow marine conditions were fully established 

over a large area during Doncaster times. 

The deposition of the Doncaster mUdstones was probably initiated 

by the falling off or the supply of coarser grained detritus in a low-

energy shallow marine basin. The basal part of the Coreens Member is 

seen as the regressive phase of the marine inundation, \v1th the establishment 

of brackish or freshwater conditions during deposition of the uppermost 

Coreena sedimentsi the coarser grain size probably indicates minor uplift 

in the Bource areae. The Klz - Griman Creek succession is regarded as 

being directly analagous. to the preceding Doncaster - Coreena sequence 

although the evidence (see "Shallow Stratigraphic Drilling") is much les8 

certain. 
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Deposition of the Griman Creek Beds was followed by a long 

period of stability in ?Upper CretaceouB times, when peneplanation 

of the land surface and deep weathering of surface sediments occurred; 

following the deep weathering phase and slight regional tilting to the 

southeast, the main features of the present drainage system were established, 

and Tertiary alluvia were deposited. Deposition of the Quaternary sediments 

in t~e valleys of present streams ·followed. 

Phases · of volcanism occurred during the Permian, Triassic and ~ 

Upper Jurassic (OralIo Formation). 

Table 3 summarizes the stratigraphic succession in the Surst Sheet 

area. 

ECONOJ.!IC GEOLOGY 

Oil and Gas 

In spite of an intensive drilling programme in the Surst Sheet 

area, significant finds of hydrocarbons are restricted to the eight oil 

wells of the Alton field, and U.K.A. Major No.1 (gas well). Traoes and 

shows of oil or gas have been found in many of the other exploratory wells. 

Occurrences of hydrocarbons are restrioted to a few horizons. 

The Wandoan Formation oommonly gives traces or shows of oil 

or gas in this area (Table 2). In particular the basal seotion of this 

formation seems to be the most common reservoir. The basal sands of the 

Wandoan Formation on Roma Sheet have been correlated on the basis of 

detailed petrological work by Bastian and Arman (1965) with the Clematis 

Sandstone, which crops out on the northern margin of the Surat Basin. 

From lithological and wrieline logs alone it has not been possible to 

distinguish the Mool~ember Formation and the Clematis Sandstone every

where in the Surat Sheet area. Consequently, U.K.A. 's nomenclature 

(WandoM Formation) is retained (see IISubsurface Units") .. 
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Shows of oil and gas have been found in the Triassic Rewan 

Formation (U.K.A. Kinkabilla No.1, U.K.A. Myell Creek No.1) and in the 

Permian sequence (U.K.A. MYell Creek No.1. U.K.A. Alton East No.1). 

The Precipice Sandstone, the main reservoir of the Moonie oilfield, is 

very thin in the Surat Sheet area. A gas show was recorded at this level 

in U.K.A. Col goon No.1. A trace of gas from the Hutton Sandstone was 

recorded in U.K.!. Balonne No.1. 

The oil sand of the Alton field is possibly a correlate of the 

Boxvale Sandstone Member, a sandy interval of the Evergreen Formatton. 

It is alao possible that this is the Precipice Sandstone, as both units 

contain similar microfloras. Gas flowed at the rate of 1.8 MMcf/day from 

the basal Wandoan Formation in U.K.A. Major No.1. A summar.y of hydrocarbon 

occurrencea and their stratigraphio level is inoluded in Table 2. 

The most likely souroe of hydrooarbons in the Surat Basin is 

regarded as the Evergreen Formation, although there is no oonolusive 

evidenoe that this is a marine ·unit. De Jersey (1965) has extracted 

spores:.typioal of the upper Evergreen Formation from M.oonie oil, whioh is 

found in the Preoipioe Sandstone, suggesting downwards IIligration of 

fluids . The marine Baok Creek Group is also a possible source for 

petroleum. A show of :hydrooarbons was reoorded at this level in U.K.A. 

Alton East No.1. 

Exploratory ~111n8 in t~e Surat Sheet area has been restrioted 

l~gely to .struotural highs on the southern Roms Shelf. The ltimoea 

Synoline, in the east of the Sheet area, is largely unexplored, although 

three wells (U.K.A. Flinton No.1, U.K.A. Coomrith No.1, U.K.A. 

Kinkabilla No.1) have been drilled on the western flank of this structure. 

Flows of gas at 0.01 MMof/day and 0.05 MMof/day were recorded from the 

Rewan Formation in U.K.A. Kinkab11la No.1. Oil has also been found in the 

Mimosa Synoline on Roms ·Sheet area (U.K.A. Conloi No.1). 

The Preoipioe Sandstone, .a major reservoir in oilfields to the 

north and east of the Surat Sheet area, 1s greatly reduoed in thiolmess 

on the .southern Roms Shelf. In the various subsidized well completion 
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reports, Union Oil Development Corporation geologiste did not distinguish 

the Precipice Sandstone. Detailed study of cores and cuttings by Fehr 

(1965) showed that the unit was present in all wells studied by him (U.K . A. 

Weribone No.1, U.K.A. Wunger No.1, U.K.A. Coomrith No.1., U.K.A. Flinton 

No.1) although in places it was as thin 88 12 feet. Although no further 

petrological work haa been done, electric log correlation of Bubsidized 

wells in this report suggests that the unit is present on the Southern Roms 

Shelf, although everwhere less than 100 feet thick. No significant finds 

of hydrocarbons have been made in the Precipice Sande tone in the Surst Sheet 

area. 

Surface water supplies on the Surst Sheet area are generally 

inadequate, especially when rainfall is below average; the Balonne -

Condamine River system is a reliable local source of water for stock 

watering, but lacke the volume to support large-scale irrigation. 

Underground water reserves in the area have been tapped by 

numerous water bores, which fall into two categoriees shallow bores 

(depth lese than 1,000 1 ), generally of small capacity, rarely flowing at 

the surface, tapping aquifers of purely local extentJ deep boree (depth 

greater than 1,000'), generally flowing bores of large capaoity which 

penetrate aquifers of basin-wide significance, 

(a) Shallow bores 

The stratigraphic level of aquifere encoimtereq in shallow 

bores can only be located approximately on general structural consider

ations, since little reliance can be placed on the drillers' loge. 
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.Sixty wella were studied. The positions of the welle were 

plotted on the Surat 1: 250,000 Sheeti welle which lay along lines 

approximately parallel to the regional strike were treated as separate 

groups, and depths at which water was struck were plotted on a graph for 

each grouP. using sea level as datum. Fifty of the sixty wells are 

located in the north-western corner of the Sheet area around Surat; of 

these, thirty draw water from a common aquifer in the "baaal Griman Creek 

Beds, seven from various strata in the baasl Careens Member, and thirteen 

from within the unnamed mudstone Klz. In the south-east the remaining 

wells produce from the Griman Creek Beds, but the occurrences are more 

scattered. suggesting local developments of porosity and permeability 

in the probably finer and dirtier sediments of the syncline, 

Rate of flow from these welle is generally of the order of several 

hundred gallons per hour; quality varies widely, from fresh to quite salt, 

but the supplies are generally usable for stock watering. 

(b) Deep bore. 

Thirteen deep bores produce water in the Surat Sheet areal 

several oil bores have been selected to facili~ate correlation of the 

water-bearing strata; positions of both water and oil bores considered 

are plotted on Figure 16; depths to water in the water bores and the known 

stratigraphic successions in the oil bores, are shown on Plate 4, using 

sea level ae datum. 

The bores fall into five geographical and stratigraphioal -groups I 

(1) tho.e in the north-east (R12324, R12455, R16029, R13370, 

R11740 and R16687), which do not exceed 3,000 feet in depth, and tap 

aquifers in the ~nm1-Mooga interval, 

(11) those in the south-west (&4512, &4513, R127, and the oil bore 

U.K.A. Maranoa No.1, now plugged to produce water); these bores are up 

to 5,000 feet deep and draw water from the Mooga - Gubberamunda interval; 
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(iii) the converted oil bores, A.C.G. No.2 (burri-Mirri) 

and U.K.A. Flinton No.1; Mirri-Mirri, on the eastern edge of the 

Sheet area, near the wells of group (i), produces both from the upper 

Minmi-Mooga interval, and from the middle Orallo-GubberamWlda interval; 

flow from the upper level is much less than that from '1ella in group 

(i), suggesting that the upper aquifers have become tighter to the 

south; U.K.A. Flinton No.1 was plugged in the upper Westhourne Formation, 

probably drawing its water from the same strata which supply the main 

flow in Mirri-Mirri; these lower aquifers are probably those which supply 

water for wells in group (i1). 

(iv) one \vell, R. 10 (Borah Trust) which was drilled in the 

north-west, in the area of the most nwneraus successful shallow wells 

on the Sheet area; minor flows were struck in the Coreena Member of the 

Wallumbilla Formation and in the Minmi }Jemb~r of the Blythesdale Formation; 

the main flow in this well is from lower Birkhead-? Eurombah interval; 

(v) the converted oil well U .K.A. l1a.jor No.1, the deepest water 

bore on the Sheet area, which produces from the \Vandoan Formation. 

Construction Material 

',llhere is a general dearth of good road metal in the Surat area. 

The Warroo Shire Counoil is forced to buy gravel and basalt aggregate from 

quarries to the north on Roms Sheet. 

Quaternary and ?Tertiary gravel is quarried along Yalebone Creek, 

north-west of Surat township. Along the Carnarvon Highway about 20 miles 

north of St. George, gravel pits have been opened in the ironstone 

oapping which is commonly found overlying the deep weathering-profile. 

This 'disaggregated ferruginous rubble is only two to three feet thiok and 

may be a fossil soil horizon. A sample analyzed by D.W. Bennett of the 

B.t.1 .R. chemical laboratory gave the following results -
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51°2 36.4% 

Fe20
3 34.3% 

A1 20
3 19-3% 

Loss at 
1000°0 9.4% 

Road-building material is quarried from the mottled and leached 

zones of the deeply weathereu Gri~l Creek Beds on Mount Walpanara (near 

Surat) and other similar ridges of altered sediment. 

Opal Mining was carried out in the Griman Creek deep weathering

profile on two properties in the centre of the Sheet area, during the early 

years of the century. No official record of the mining exists, and local 

information suggests that little opal of oommercial value was obtained. 

~ te extensive diggings are to be seen on "Mamaree" station 

(about ten shafts, Bome with adite} , while several shafts and adits were 

dug on what is now "Beechwood" station . Moet of the opal is ooncentrated 

near the base of the deep weathering-profile; precious opal generally 

occurs as minute specks, in ironstone concretions or infillings of cracks; 

individual pockets of common opal attain larger dimensions and have a much 

wider occurrence in this basal zone of the profile . 
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APPENDIX I. 

SHALLOW STRATIGRAPHIC DRILLmG, SURAT SIlEEl' AREA, 1961. 

by 

B.M. Thomas 

During the 1961 field season a total of 4 stratigraphic holes 

were sited on the Surat Sheet area (B.M.R. Surat Nos. 1-4), and an 

additional one in the far south-west of Romas Sheet area (B.M.R. Roma No . 

9) was drilled to aid in correlation between the two areas. A Mayhew 1000 

rig from the Petroleum Technology section of the B.M.R.was used. The 

drilling party was equipped with 500 feet of pipe and a 10 foot core barrel. 

Although a number of faults developed during the season, four of the holes 

were electric~ly logged with a Widco Portalogger, and in B.M.R. SUrat No. 

3 a gamma ray log was also obtained. No log was made of B.M.R. Surat No. 

4 as the logger was not working. The hol~8 were drilled to obt'ain litho

logical and palynolo~cal information on the poorly exposed Cretaceous 

section of the Surat Sheet area. Subsequent work has shown that the 

sequence drilled is stratigraphically higher than that of the Roma Sheet 

area, and two new units have been distinguished. 

Corea and cuttings were re-examined by binocular microscope 

in Canberra and described. Logs of the holes are in the body of this 

record. Material from each of the 18 cores was examined for microfossils. 

Palynological results are contained in Burger (in prep.). A few foraminifera 

and ostracoda recovered from cores are described in Appendix III and 

Appendix V. 

Total Drilling Coring No. of .Core Recove!:l 
Hole Depth cores Feet ~ 

B.II.H. Homa No.9 351' 311' 40' 4 32' 2" 80 
B.M.H. Surat No. 1 430' 38O' 50' 5 39' 811 19 
B.M.R. Surat No. 2 142' 135' l' 1 0'11" 13 
B.M.H. Surat No. 3 465' 415' 50' 5 42' 6" 85 
B.M.H. Surat No. 4 310' 28O' 30' 3 17'10" 60 

Total 1104' 1521' 111' 18 133 ' 15 
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APPENDIX II 

PALYNOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF THREE LOWER CRETACEOUS SAlIPLES FROM 

U.K.A. COOlffiITH NO, 1. WELL 

by 

D. Burger 

Three samples from cuttings, age marine Lower CretaceouB, 

were examined for spores, pollen grains and microplankton to obtain a 

detailed micro-floral age determination within the marine Lower Cretaceous 

portion of the penetrated sequence . 

. . The lithology in the 800':"2250 feet . interval is predominantly" 

cla.y-eyand silty, while 'sandy int ercalations occur in the 820-1000 feet 

and 1450-1100 feet intervals. The samples were taken from the following 

intervals and are regarded as belonging to the Wallumbilla Formation. 

Sample No. (MFF) 
4631 
4632 
4633 

Depth intervals 

900-910 reet 
1100-1110 II 

1480-1490 " 

All three microfloras contained Cicatricosisporites australiensis 

and Crybelosporites striatus, so that they belong to' spore unit K 1d. · 

The presence of Trilobosporites trioreticulosus and Laevigatosporites ovatus 

in sample 4631 may indicate an upper K 1 d age, while the absence of 

Coptospora paradoxa excludes the ·possibility of a younger age for this 

assemblage. 

L. ovatus and T. trioreticulosus also occur in the (poorly 

preserved) microflora of sample 4633, together with Osmundacidites cf. 

mollis, which is mainly known from K 1b-c and K 1d microfloras in the Surat 

and Eromanga Basins. T. trioreticulosus was previously reported from post 

K 1d microfloras only, but has recently been recovered from samples 

collected in the Surat Basin that yielded K 1d microfloras. 

1ucroplankton was recovered from every sample, the richest 

assemblages occurring in samples 4633 and 4632. Both assemblages contained 

Muderongia tetracantha, Odontochitina operculata, Goniaulax edwardsii, 

while sample 4633 yielded Muderongia mcwhaei. This combination is typical 

of the M. tetracantha/O. operculata Dinoflagellate Zone. The fraction of 
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microplankton in the microfloras decreases from a% in sDl!lple 4633 to about 

1% in srunple 4631. This has ~lso been noticed from other localities in 

the Surat Basin, mainly in the upper part of the Zone, and seems to be 

connected rri th gradually reducing marine influences during sedimentation. 

Spore unit K 1 d is widely IQ'lown from the Careena Member in the 

Surat and eastern Eramanga Bas~ns. As microfloras of K2a age have been 

found in uppermost Coreene strata, it may be accepted that the range of K1d 

lies within the Member. 

The [of. tetr./C. op. DinoflageUate Zone is also kno\m from the 

Coreena IJember, while the overlying Toolebuc Limestone is knOl'm to yield 

microplankton belonging ·to the C. operculata Zone. Recent investigations 

in the Eromanga Dasin confirm the close identify of the range of K 1d 

and the M. tetr./O.op. Zone. 

Samples from cuttings are usually contaminated with rock fragments 

from various depths and the mic~floras extracted contain elements foreign 

to the studied depth interval. Casing of the Coomrith hole down to 800 

feet, before the drilling was resumed and the cuttings in question were 

collected, considerably diminished the risk of contamination. The micro

floras discussed do not show signs of significant contamination, so that 

age determination is considered as reliable. According to the evidence, 

the s3llIpies can be attributed to the Coreens Member. Various indications 

pointing to the upper part of both .spore and mi6roplarikt~n units increase 

the probability that at l east sample 4631, maybe. all three samples, should 

be regarded as upper Coreena. 

• 
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APPENDIX In 

LOWER ClillJ'.ACEOUS (ALBIAN) OSTRACODA IN BMR SCOUT BORE NO 1, SURAT, 

SURAT BASIN, QUEENSLAND 

by 

P. J. Jones 

Ostracods found by Dr C.R.J. Terpstra in mm Scout Bore 1 

(Surat), core 5 (423 feet 8 inches - 428 feet 3 inches), have been 

examined and determined aa a species belonging to the broad group . , 

related to "Cythere" concentrica Reuss , 1846. . Re.cent studies of this 

group (Mertens, 1956; Ellermann, 1962; Kaye, 1963; 1964) have demonstrated 

its value for Cretaceous stratigraphy. 

The forms studied in core 5, BMR Scout Bore 1 (Surat), have 

a hinge structure similar to that of Neocythere Mertens, 1956, and an 

ornamentation close to that of IICythere" ~ - concentrica Mertens , 

1956. This species has been previously described from the middle Albian 
of northwestern Germany (Mertens, 1956); whether it indicates this age 

in the Surat Basin, however, depends on its stratigraphical range in 

Australia. 

The specimens ~ be conspecific with a species found in Karumba 

AAO No.6 well, core 2 (2191-2194 feet 5 inches), which on palynological 

evidence is close to the Apti~A1bian boundary (Evans, 1966; Terpstra 

& Evans, 1962). The Kar~ba specimens are larger, and probably represent 

a more mature stage of the same s~ecies. Details of its hinge-structure 

and contact margin are lacking, as it is known only from whole carapaces. 

The Surat specimens are quite distinct from those found in the 

Albian of Ooroonoo No.1 core 6 (1252-1262 feet), which prcbably 

belongs t~ a new species and subgenus of Neogythere. Also, the BMR 

Scout Bore 1 specimens can"be distinguished from Upper Cretaceous species 

of the concentrica - group in Port Campbell No.1 (4650-4860 feet), Turonian?, 

Otway Basin, Victoria, in the Gingin Chalk (Santonian) of the Perth Basin 

(Chapman, 1917), and in the Toolanga Calcilutite (Santonian) of the 

Murchison River area, Western Australia (Belford, 1960). 
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Summarising , the ostracod specimens found in BMR Scout Bore 

, (Surat) are determined as Neocyt~ere sp. cf . lICyther~" semiconcentrica 

Mertens, 1956, which by correlation with Gemany suggests a middle 

Albian age. Interbasinal correlation in Australia, based on palynological 

evidence however , opens the possibility of an age close to the Apti~ 

Albian bOWldary. Thus, an early to middle Albian age is suggested. A 

freshwater environment can be excluded. 
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lPPElDlX IV by P.G. DUff 
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APPENDIX V 

MICROPALAEONTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF SAJ,IPLES FROM TIlE SURAT AREA 

SUBMITTED BY B.M. THOMAS 

by 

G.R.J. Terpstra 

B.M.R. Scout Bore Surat No. 1 (Queensland) 

Core 1 23' 1" 25 reet No foraminifera 

Core 2 60' 64' 3" No foraminifera 

Core 3 135' 140' 7" No foraminifera 

Core 3 142' 6" 144' No roraminirer~Megaspores-(Lower 
Cretaceous ) 

Core 4 210' 220' 5" No foraminifera 

Core 5 420' 428' 3" Textularia ap. Fish tooth, ostracods, 

ehell fragments, megaspores (Lower 

Cretaceous) . Shallow marine deposits. 

B.M.R. Scout Bore. Surat No. 2 (Queensland) 

Core 1 135' 135 '11" Textularia ap. shell fragments, 

ostracods, (Lower Cretaceous). 

Shallow marine deposits. 

B.M.R. Scout Bore Surat No. 3 (Queensland). 

Core 3 246 ' 9" 246'10" Megaspores . No foraminifera. 

Core 4 351111" 352' No foraminifera. (Lower Cretaceous) 

B.M.R. Scout Bore. Roma No. 2 !aueenAland) 

Core 1 101' 5tf 101' 6" Lenticulina warreggensis Crespin 

Valvulineria cf. creapinae Ludbrook 

Trochaminna sp. 

Nodosaria sp. 

Ostracods 

(Lower Cretaceous probably near the Albian - Aptian boundary) 

Marine deposits. 
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Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness Tops ness 

--------- ----------------------------------------------------------------.------------------.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Grlman Creek Beds 700 100 890 1090 m 910 1lO 
Unit Klz 100 465 100 400 890 440 1090 310 1000 310 945 115 910 310 110 m 
Coreena Mellber • 60 300 1090 350 1160 340 1165 110 1160 105 1330 130 1\00 390 1070 4ZO 1310 3ZO 1170 360 1190 105 1065 150 170 485 
Doncaster Meaber 440 171 540 480 830 140 1410 400 1500 340 " P85 465 1465 545 1560 410 1790 345 14'90 570 1630 550 1530 105 1495 115 1315 450 655 880 
IIl1nm\ member 711 198 1030 115 1070 310 1840 180 1810 180 1'850 310 1010 100 1000 340 1135 355 1060 360 1180 330 1735 140 mo 110 1765 m 1535 105 
Nul1awurt Meaber 910 35 1155 45 1300 60 1010 50 l1ZO 55 1190 85 1110 40 1340 110 1490 00 1410 90 1510 50 1975 65 1930 70 1100 70 1640 80 
Kingull ~eGlber 945 169 1300 115 1440 90 Z070 lZO 1175 150 71175 70 1150 10 1460 110 1570 110 1510 340 1560 110 1040 100 1000 115 1170 155 1710 160 
Moog8 Sandstone letlber 111\ 494 HIS 560 1530 510 1190 690 1315 61 0 13;5 670 1310 795 1600 510 1600 665 1850 750 1770 700 1140 650 1m 405 1515 535 1880 165 
Ora110 Forlatlon 1608 m 1975 330 ZOIO 510 1980 430 1935 460 3015 110 3115 170 3190 130 3345 160 3600 160 3470 490 1890 110 1630 85 3060 80 1045 810 
Gubbera;unda Sandstone Z043 193 1305 575 1580 360 3410 560 3395 655 J135 785 3285 895 3410 760 3605 IlOO 3860 6ZO 3960 640 3000 630 2715 965 3140 815 1855 480 
lestbourne FOf"llat ion 1336 154 1880 135 19401 550 3970 160 40601 m 4010 115 41001 510 

4180 150 \4051 
505 

\4001 
590 

46001 
6\0 

3630 I 
\40 36801 \10 3965 110 33451 855 Sprlnghok Sst. Member 1590 380 3115 155 H.R. ) 1130 310 H. R. I 1135 165 N. R • .1 \430 100 N. R. I N. R. I N;R. I N. R. I N. R. I 1175 185 N. R. I 

Birkhead For.allon 1970 698 3170 645 3490 850 4550 740 \515 690 4500 650 4690 610 4610 618 4910 541 5070 667 5140 758 4070 378 4100 300 4360 500 4100 1115 
Eurombah Beds 3668 77 3915 40 \340 111 N.R. H.R. N.R. N. R. H.R. N. R. N. R. N. R. H. R. H.R. H. R. H.R. 
Hut ton Sandstone J7\5 530 3955 165 44ZO 650 5190 650 5105 535 5150 HZ 5300 580 5118 419 5451 \90 5737 565 5998 635 \448 136 4400 310 4860 470 5445 650 
Evergreen For.atlon '4500 168 4410 175 5070 570 5940 340 5710 160 5591 118 58111 197 5647 195 5941 168 6301 345 6633 345 H. P. H.P. 5330 110 6095 596 
Boxvale Sandstone H.R. 4575 , 

35 
5410. 

3D 
8070. 

ZO 5870- 40 
5740· 

10 H.R. N.R. 6060· 
65 

6440- 70 
6810_ 

10 H.P. H. P. N. R. 
6170. 

30 Member 4610 5440 6090 5910 5760 6115 6510 6810 6300 
Precipice Sandstone 4768 10 \695 15 5640 55 6180 11 6000 15 5810 30 6077 83 5841 77 6Z10 15 6647 58 6978 78 H.P. H.P. 5450 95 6691 334 
landoan for.atlon \778 331 4710 105 5695 405 6192 857 6015 615 5840 400 6160 355 5919 387 6115 630 6705 lIDS 7056 1356 H. P. H. P; 5545 118 7015 615 
Rewan ForllIa tl on H,P. H.P. 6100 185 7149 197 H.P: H.P. H.P. H.P. H. P. 7910 390 8411 H.P. H.P. H.P. 7640 1195 
81 ackwater Group H.P. N.~; 6385 710 7446 314 6630 1111 H. P. H.P; H. P. 6855 107 8300 565 N. P. H. P. H. P. N. P. 9835 510 
Back Creek troup H.P. N.P. H.P. I.P. H.P. H.P. H.P; N. P. 7061 165 8865 165 H. P. H. P. H.P. N. P. 10355 1310 
Kuttung Formation N.P. H.P. N.P. H.P; N. P. H.P. H. P. H.P. 7117 9030 N.P. N. P. .. H.P. N. P. 11665 
Granite 5110 4815 
Tl mbury Hills FII. 7095 7760 6810 6140 6515 6306 4584 \710 5763 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

; 
.' 

TO • 5155 TD • 4873 TO. 7159 TO • 7995 TD • 6859 TO • 6157 TO • 6515 
H8 • 916 H8 • 819 H8 • 818 K8 • 1115 H8 • 954 H8 • 968 H8 • 1113 
t tertiary 

0-60 
• Gabbro 

4175-
4500 

N.R •• Not Recognised. I.e. unit cannot be disti ngu ished. No break in the record Is implied . 

H.P •• Not Present. i. e. unit either not deposited or eroded after depositIon . 

TO • 6337 
H8 • 1007 

TD·7318 TD .9113 TD • 8416 10 • 4695 10 .4739 TO • 5853 TD .11035 
H8 • 115 H8 • 833 H8 • 875 H8 • 690 H8 • 699 H8 • TIl K8 • 968.1 

" 
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APPE ND IX 1. fOR!lATiON I~fS (UNSUBS IDI!ED RHlS) , 
I 

• COMPANY! G.S.Q . PICKS 

)--- ------------------- .------------- --------------~---------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ -- ------ -------------------------------------------------------------------
UN IT 

U.K . . . U.K.A. U.K ... U. K.A. U.K .• , U.k... '-... U.K. .. U. K,. . U.K ... U.K.A. U. K... U,K. .. U.K.. . U.K... U.K... U.K.A. U. K.A. U. K. .. U.K. A. U.K.A . U.K .•• 
Balonne 1 Katooh 1 Kincoral Danga 1 Aa rroo 1 Elgin 1 l!Ioulllt' ~ajor 1 \1Ianganuil Glenearnl Gol!lamain l Tholllby 1 Yoo rooga1 Altonvalel Tralee l Oalke ithl Alton ' .1 Koo raon l kooroon2 A1t on £. 1 Kinkabi ll a 1 

------------- --_ ._--------------------------_ ._----_._.---------_.--._.---_.------- .-------.-------------------._-_._-----------.. __ .----.-_.-.. --------------_.-----------------------------------------------------------.--------------._----------.-
Grililan Creek Beds 
Un it Klz 
Coreena ~ellber 

Doncaster ~ember 
Idlomi Bember 1210 22<5 
Nullavurt Mccoer 
kl ngull l:eaber 
~o9a Sands tone Megber 1145 1366 1000 1150 1161 1061 1111 1310 1356 1101 1650 1640 1540 1541 1630 1655 1B13 1BBO 1BBl 
Oralio Formation 1156 3153 
Gubberamunda Sands tone 1516 4020 
Westbourne Forlllation 2953 4676 
Sprlngbok Sandstone 
Birkhead formation 3BOO 4161 3B69 3951 <135 \083 \141 4119 4308 4663 \518 \1i\O \4B1 \561 4130 \113 5035 5041 5024 
£u roGlbah Beds 
Hutt on San dstone 4184 4603 39 2B 4360 \\56 4550 4601 4585 4592 496B 5093 5058 5194 4998 5061 5301 5135 5565 5617 5530 6260 
Evergreen FO l"lla tl oll 4933 45\\ 4B\9 490B 506B 5113 5101 5166 . 5416 553B 5603 5694 5441 5560 5B50 5100 6110 6154 6100 6951 
Boxyale Sands tone Member 
Preci pice Sandstone 480\ 1313 
landoan Foru tl on 4BI2 5OB1 51\0 5310 5330 5314 53B9 5684 5158 58n 5965 56B\ 5840 6116 5971 6421 61n 6315 1423 
Rewan Forlilat I on 116B 
Black.ater GroLOp 6316 6496 7120 121 0 n12 10093 
Black Creek Group -, 1311 lD556 
Kut tung Formation 5904 11110 
Granite 
Tl mbu ry Hills Formation 49\\ 5023 4BOO 5193 5117 5441 5561 5546 5561 5934 59B6 6233 6411 6120 6573 6681 1558 1554 

- ------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------~----------- ---------- -------------- ------------------------------------ -

lD. 5004 TD. 5012 ID·4896 10.5136 TD. 5251 TD·54\5 TD·563B 10.5516 1D.5631 TD.S954 TD ·601\ lD.6211 TD·m5 TD. 5931 lD·6159 TD·661B lQ.6BB2 1D.1601 TD·mB TD ·1596 lD.11151 
KB . 115 KB. 115 KB . 191 KB .• 159 KB. 168 KB. 119 KB. B14 KB. 881 KB. B15 KB. 891 KB . 793 KB. 91B KB . B80 KB .10\ KB. 741 KB . 009 KB. 111 KB· 16\ KB. 161 KB.112 KB,' OlB 
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PLATE 3 

TYPICAL ELECTRIC LOCS 
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PLATE 4 

Horizonta I Scale I" = I' ml. 

Vertical Scale I": 1000 ft. 
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FIGS ~-iI 
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